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chapter

1

introduction
mar ie hochmuth
marie
marle

rhetoric

nichols once stated

1

I use the term

to apply to verbal activity primarily concerned with

1I

affecting persuasion whether
J reuben mark
clark
dark

jr

it

be done by writing or speaking

a general

jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints

trustees of brigham

young

2

authority of the church of

and a member of the board of

university delivered speeches to persuade

his audiences to listen for and perceive certain issues
of his illustrious

life

1

As a

result

he could draw upon experiences from both a

secular and a religious background with which he could help to solve
problems and influence behavior

during his years of influence upon the educational programs
of the church he was primarily concerned with the needs of the

individual and the needs of the institution whether that institution
was

the brigham young university or the entire system of education

within the church

he did not concern himself with frivolous ideas

or schemes of evasion for he was a face the facts type of administrator
1william
awilliam
william
iowa

wm

C

A

linsley criticism

brown co

1968

pp
ap

methods and materials dubuque

60 61

2

LDS
throughout this thesis the terms the church
latter day saint or mormon shall be used to refer to the church
may
and
day
be used with reference
of jesus christ of latterday
saints
latter
to individuals or to the organized church

1

2

the rhetoric of J reuben mark
clark
dark
the aforementioned definition of nichols

jr certainly

blends with

for elder clark
mark states
dark

emphatically

is our mission perhaps the most
it
our work to bear constant testimony

fundamental purpose

of jesus christ we
must never permit to enter into our thoughts and certainly
not into our teachings the idea that he was merely a great
teacher a great philosopher the builder of a great system
of ethics it is our duty day after day year in and year
out always to declare that jesus of nazareth was the christ
who brought redemption to the world and to all the inhabitants
thereof
of

the

his character his ability to persuade the inflec-

man

tions of his voice the emphasis of his words all these need to be
considered to analyze the speakers effectiveness

however

there

are several other factors which seem even more important to this

particular study

these factors are discussed by herbert wichelns

the literary criticism of oratory

in his article

where he

states

rhetorical criticism is necessarily analytical the
scheme of a rhetorical study includes the element of the
speakers personality as a conditioning factor it includes
man
was
not
what
he
also the public character of
but
the
2f
af
was
thought to be

what he

J reuben maek
clark
haek
dark
by

jr

was held

in high esteem by his audiences

his associates and those under whose direction he prepared and

delivered his speeches

apostle john
des eret
deseret
1961

p

news
6

widstoe a

A

3henry
ahenry
henry

this high esteem the statement of
contemporary general authority of the LDS

as an example of

witness

clark
J reuben mark
dark jr funeral address
salt lake city utah church news section october
D

4
4linsley

linsley

moyle

p

35

14

3

church with elder clark
a

U

S

diplomat

he

as he speaks of J reuben clark

jr

as

stated

served with distinction and to the satisfaction of seven presidents of the united states few
can claim such a record
he has had the joy of having
his work appreciated distinguished men men of aff
airs
affairs
him in terms of praise
have spoken and written abouthim
aboutthim
abou
philander C knox
even a partial list is impressive
secretary of state T W gregory attorney general
charles E hughes secretary of state and chief justice
of the supreme court howland cox writer for the christian
science monitor will rogers otis rubio ex president of
mexico
and many others too numerous to mention
the words of praise spoken by these
these men and publications
could well be the envy of all
he

returning to the article the literary criticism of oratory
and continuing with the

train of thought concerning the rhetorical

analysis wichelns goes on to say

requires a description
the rhetorical analysis
of the speakers audiences and of the leading ideas with
which he plied his hearershis
hearers his topics the motives to
which he appealed the nature of the proofs he offered
these will reveal his own judgment of human nature in his
audiences f6 and also his judgment on the questions which he
discussed
fa

church leader world ambassador

lawyer

J reuben mark
clark
dark

jr

was so emphat
emphatic
1c
i

and

of faith

in his belief in a supreme being

that being that his thinking decision

and the relevance of

abilities

man

making

his entire life were colored and shaded by the

influence of that belief

elder henry

moyle commented about

D

elder marks
clarks
darks life

his life was exemplary and his loyalty unquestioned he
had no other objective in life than to declare the word of
5john
ajohn
john

of the gospel

A

president J reuben mark
dark jr
p 595
improvement era LIV august 1951
widstoe

6linsley
linsley p

35

A

defender

4

the lord to his fellow men he was recognized by all for
the common virtues he possessed so abundantly his greatness arises out of his conquering his weaknesses and supplanting
them with the strength of character which endeared him to

all

in his attitude
ile considered evil and error
lie
toward that which lle
he
he sought
towardthat
truth and righteousness this characteristic of president
clarks became so apparent in his devotion to the
reve
revelations
lations of god and all which he considered sacred
including the constitution of the united states for he
men
and
them
inspired
believed that god raised up wise
ylse
ilse
iise
to produce the constitution
H
hee

who knew him

was uncompromising

to set the stage for this particular study bryant
hinckley a contemporary general authority of the

J reuben clark

jr

LDS

S

with
church withe

speaks of the diplomacy of elder mark
clark
dark when he

stated
he is a trained diplomat and diplomacy is the fine art
of making human temperaments agree there is nothing subtle
cunning or mysterious in thiss art as
ag practiced by president
he faces the facts
mark
clark
dark

thl
thi

since his influence
and

was so widely

recognized the implications

effects of the rhetoric of J reuben mark
clark
dark

examined by

jr

need to be

careful analysis
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

there have been a

political ideas

number of

and writings of J

writers

who have examined

reuben clark
dark

jr

however

the

little

has been written about his speaking of his regard and concern for

education within the confines of the church setting

this study will attempt to provide

an

analysis of the

range implications of three speeches delivered by
immediate and long
longrange
77henry
ahenry

henry

Q

D

moyle

p

8

8bryant
bbryant
bryant stringham hinckley greatness in
era XXXVI september 1933 p 674

men

vement

1Iimprovement
movement
rovement
ro

5

J reuben clark

jr

at brigham

university

1952

and

young

during the annual

september 19

3

on

pro
pre
proschool
preschool
school faculty conferences

august

1

1938

8

2

september 19

1956

the purpose of this study is to attempt to analyze the

specific goals

and charges which

J reuben clark

jr

gave to the

administration faculty and staff of brigham young university study

their effect

and evaluate the

implications and implementation of

these charges and goals

the problem will revolve around the reasons for delivering

certain speeches the setting of each particular speech the historical
and academic environment

for each speech and the specific advice and

counsel given
SOURCES OF

information

the sources of information for this study will include

the

catalogues
actual speeches university archives cataloguer
catal ogues bibliographical

materials minutes of meetings which
and interviews with

were

at the school

faculty

who may be

dures which

may

pertinent to the study

of brigham young university

the speeches were given

when

individuals

men
meu
members
oders

may be

who

interviews of other

able to clarify university policies or proce-

apply to

this study will also

be used

CRITERIA OF ANALYSIS

the specific criteria for analysis of the speeches will
include the following items
1

A

description of the time both historical and religious

of each of the speeches

6
2

the place where the speech

3

A

description of the audience

4

A

summary

was

delivered

of the speech with an extract of the leading

ideas to indicate his motive for preparing and delivering the speech

the conclusions drawn and the advice and counsel given to

5

each audience

the immediate and long range implications spelled out or

6

implied in each speech

literature

REVIEW OF THE

earliest accounts of

one of the

jr

J reuben mark
clark
dark

was

commentary on the

the work of parkinson in

1914

life

of

wherein he

elaborated on the successful climb from relative obscurity to

national and even international prominence of a utah
in

shortly after J reuben maek
clark
haek
dark

1933

to serve as a

member

of the

first

jr

boy

had been

9

called

presidency of the church of jesus

christ of latterday
latter day saints bryant

hinckley stated that his career

S

reflects distinct credit on his character and reveals his superior
10
ability as a statesman and study of international affairs

later in

1942

apostle john

A

accomplishments of elder clark
mark and his
dark

widstoe writing about the

ability to adapt to various

circumstances discussed his willingness to stay close to the heritage
of his youth
9cgeorge
9george

george

era

10

era

march
arch

XVII

M

D

parkinson
1914

pp
ap

how a
557 564

bryant stringham hinckley

XXXVI

september

1933

pp
ap

won

his

greatness in

men

utah boy

643
646
643646

674

way

improvement

improvement

7

the new world that we are facing seems to place
a low value on money and makes the land appear a safer
source of income it is a never
to be forgotten fact
nevertobeforgotten
that the blood of the farm makes the cities and the other
professions survive
mark
that may be why president J reuben clark
dark jr has
invested his lifes material fruits in the land but
greater still is his faith in the teachings of the church
to which he has given his lifes loyalty he has set the
may others heed his example and
good example
church a goollexample
do likewise

in
native son

men

who

the early writers to

issues relating to the

in

widstoe once again referred to this

1962

F

reference to the

made

reuben mark
clark
dark

spoke so highly of J

Vet terii
richard vetterli
terll in
one of

A

in glowing terms and also

important

men

apostle john

1951

life

melvin

americanism and

mormonism
comment on

of elder mark
clark
dark
hammond

jr

12

politics

political ideas

the

many

was

and

13

completed a

masters thesis in

the department of political science at brigham young university in
which he made a much more

of elder clark
mark
dark

detailed study of

some

political concepts

14

this
thls study of
thi

hammonds was very

helpful to this writer in

regard to verifying a number of biographical items

in

alan curtis completed a masters thesis in the

1970

department of speech and dramatic
11

arts at

brigham young university on

farmer
widstoe president J reuben clark
mark jr
dark
pp 556
557 605
607
improvement
605607
556557
942 ap
Imrovement era XLV september 11942
john

A

12

john A widstoe president J reuben dark
mark
clark jr
defender of the gospel improvement era LIV august 1951

pp
ap

560 563

A

592 595

13

Vet terii
richard vetterli
terll mormonism americanism and politics salt
teril
lake city utah ensign publications 1961
14

mark
clark
dark

jr

F

melvin hammond some political concepts of J reuben
unpublished masters thesis brigham young university 1970

8

the use of illustrations in speaking by bruce barton
was

15

this study

of significant help in the area of organizing the thesis and the

curtis to analyze the speeches of bruce barton the
interesting in its approach to determine the effectiveness

methods used by

study was

of speaking by using everyday experiences as illustrations

later in 1972 martin B hickman and ray C hillam discussed
the idea of political isolationism in relation to J reuben clark jr
16
and his career in the government of the united states
the following year ray
the text J reuben clark
clar k
ciar
1973

jr

C

hillam and others contributed to

diplomat and statesman published in

17

young
during the same year one complete issue of brigham youn

university studies was
devoted to the political views and ideas of
wasdevoted
mark
J reuben clark
dark

jr

aq
1q
18

a number of items of

chapter

issue

this issue

was

particularly helpful concerning

biographical data

some

of which are included in

the thrust of the other articles in this

of this study

2

was

specifically political

and did not lend

itself to further

inclusion in this particular study
15

alan morris curtis bruce barton his use of illustrations
in platform speaking unpublished masters thesis brigham young
university 1970
16
i

martin B hickman and ray C hillam political isolationism
dialogue vol 7 no 1 spring 1972
revisited dialoguer
17

tor

ray

laura wadley

and

and statesman

tate jr associate ediclark
assistant editor J reuben mark
dark jr diplomat

hillam editor charles

C

provo

utah

brigham young university press

ideas used originally and published in
1973
spring 1973.
10
is

revisited

martin
BYU

hickman and ray C
studies vol 13 no
B

D

BYU

studies vol

1973
13 no 3

hillam political isolationism
3
spring 1973

9

in

a monograph

1973

written

published giving information in the
age

by david

life

H

jr

was

of J reuben mark
clark
dark

this is the first installment of

thirty five

yarn

jr

to

a comprehensive

biography commissioned by the family and a few close associates of

clark
elder mark
dark
he so

19

A

debt of gratitude is extended to dr yarn because

precisely extracted important data from the journals of joshua

clark the father of J reuben and has placed the most significant
items in

this interesting

been included in chapter

volume
2

A

number of

selected excerpts have

of this study

several other writers have discussed in detail the political
ideas and the implications of those political concepts however few
have written about J

reuben clark

jr

as a speaker and about his

ideas about education within the church an area in which he seemed

to have

some

concerns and some definite ideas

the intent of this writing is therefore to attempt to provide an analysis of three speeches that might prove useful in
understanding the reasoning and problematic solutions of the speaker

in regard to education
chapter
and

will touch

2

of this study will include biographical information

upon a number

jr

J reuben clark

of activities and involvements of

but only to the extent that the reader might

be acquainted with an overview of an extremely industrious and

involved man
19

J

david

reuben clark

1973

H

jr

yarn

jr

provo

young reuben

utah

the early

life

of

brigham young university press

10

there is

now

being written by dr david

H

yarn

jr

more

of the comprehensive biographical study which will include the

criteria for analysis concerning each separate
speech these elements were gleaned from the article by wichelns
20
in linsleys
linsleys work and from specific ideas of the writer
elements of the

chapter
comments on any

6

will include

an

evaluation of the analysis and

significant conclusions

which might be drawn from the

data
chapter
any

7

will be

significant findings
20

a

brief

summary

from the study

ap 34
37
linsley pp
3437

stating the problem

and

chapter
WHEN

when

and

spring has

aking
life wwaking

2

1I WOULD PASS

come

from a

winters sleep

bruets forth vibrant fresh pregnant
brusts
to build again a new world

of holy beauty engendering faith and hope eternal
in a day of resurrection
that speaks of progress never ending
then 1I would pass
when

half

the

snow mantles
way down the mountain

and the

foothills greening

side

slope gently to the flowered valley floor
where sprouts the grain in teeming fields
to feed the bodies
bodles of strong virile
bodie
virlie
rile on marching youth
vi
bearing forth the torch of ever
lasting good
everlasting
then 1I would pass

the sun sinks low
above the western hills
A shining
golden glowing disc
emblem of a living burning shield
of righteousness draped with
gorgeous flaming clouds of glory
witness of a heaven where dwell the saved
then 1I would pass
when

the light on the eastern cliffs
sweeps upward to be lost in dusk
and the rich glow of living amethyst
fades into the steel grey
n darkness the realm
of twilight and then
the
where day dies and fecund dawn is born
come
day
to
the herald of the sun
sunlit
lit
then 1I would pass
silently in peace
when

agi ine
lne
rubark when 1I would pass relief society magazine
jay eubark
quoted by J reuben clark
vol 28 no 6 june 1941 p 375
at general conference april 1961 and quoted from brother clark
by harold B lee at the funeral of J reuben clark jr
october
1961.
1961

11

jr
14

12

so passing
reuben clark

jr

silently in peace

on october 6

1961

joshua

progressed to that eternal state of which he so

often addressed himself
some men become so

ageless and enduring in their gibraltar

it is difficult to
clark jr was such a

like qualities that

see them as the boys they once

were

man

J reuben

born on

1

september

1871

in grantsville
Grants ville thoele
tooele county utah he was the farst
first of ten children

irst

in the family of joshua

R

at

he was tutored

at
cows

was

until

louisa woolley clark

thirst for learning but did not

reuben had a deep
classroom student

and mary

he was

ten years of age

his mother

home by

become a

prior to that time

3

age nine he already had the rregular chore of milking two

to provide the family with milk and butter

at eleven years

he

helping his father brand calves and drive cattle on horseback

the journal of joshua clark records
how he

respected him and

require so

much

how he

felt tenderness

depended upon reuben

and sorrow

the highest grade of instruction that

grantsville
Grants ville
shouting

the eighth so

was

hurrah
2
2david
cdavid

im

david H yarn
clark jr provo utah

when reuben

through with school

jr

at the

need to

but reuben learned industry from his

of the boy

father and did not shirk any of the tasks given

jr

2

was

him

4

available in

finished

it

rather than

as did many a boy he

young reuben the early life of J
brigham young university press 1973

reuben
p

yarn jr
biographical sketch J reuben clark
BYU studies vol
13 no 3 spring 1973 p 235
44yarn
byarn
yarn yo
young
ung reuben p 3
3david
cdavid
david

H

byarn
5yarn
arn

BYU

studies p

236

2

13

repeated the eighth grade two more times trying to learn

all that

5

he could

there were

many

life of J

youthful

factors which had formative influence in the

jr

reuben clark

his sturdy pioneer parents

the gospel and the church and the social educational

opportunities which were available

As

and

important as were

cultural

all of these

including the great love within the family there is probably

to

him

no

single factor which had more lasting influence in his

life

than

f arm environment where he learned
the rigorous demands of the pioneer farm
both to work and to love work
from what has been

therein

seems

literature

to be
As a

6

written of

a success

and about

jr

J reuben clark

story worthy of the heroic age in

result of accepting the

work

that his father

and

mother required of him came two of the most valued lessons of his

life

1

he acquired the determination to do the job

to be done and do

is the best

it

enrolled at the
he was

he

latter

he learned

left
day

home and went

saints college

there only from september

doing excellent work
talmage

2

work hard
that workhard

life
to salt lake city

work

answer to most of the problems of

at nineteen
hall

well and

that needed

byarn
5yarn
yarn

BYU

studies p

byarn
6yarn
yarn young reuben p
7yarn
byarn
arn

BYU

which met in the old
1890

until january

that impressed the principal dr

7

studies p

236
14

236

where he

james

social

1891
E

14

in order to sustain himself and later to support his
been called on a church mission to the northern

father

who had

states

he discontinued school and secured employment as

the curator of the deseret
dr james

the curator incidentally

was

reubens duties as clerk included being secre-

talmage

E

museum

8Q

clerk for

tary and stenographer a janitor aid

showman

cataloguer and arranger of specimens

he also made many sojourns

custodian and

into the surrounding countryside to collect large numbers of specimens
following several years association with the
and four years

saints college

embarked upon a new
on

latterday
latter day

at the university of utah reuben

plateau in his

the 14th of september

life
ilfe

marriage

jr

joshua reuben clark

1898

and

luacine annetta savage were united in marriage for time and eternity
in the

salt lake

temple by james

officiated at the

and appointment

talmage

E

ceremony

who by

special request

9

within a matter of weeks following the marriage the clarks
moved

to heber city where reuben

city high school

this

assignments reuben would

was

the

fulfill

first

new

of many many professional

was

at the latterday
latter day saints

the very next year he

was head

of the

shorthand department at the

salt lake business college

later in the fall of

reuben was asked to go to cedar

8

ibid
bid

99yarn
byarn
yarn

p

1900

236

young reuben p

heber

during his illustrious lifetime

the next year his assignment
college as an instructor

the principal of the

was

93

six

months

city to

15

become

the acting principal of the southern branch of the state

normal school which he did

reuben returned to

city

10

salt lake city after

and a successful experience as

acting principal

salt lake city at the business college
law

at cedar

his duties in

instructor in commercial
principal of the shorthand department and secretary of the

faculty

were

11

for a

number of

mining law and
was

one year

able to

years reuben had wanted to specialize in

finally in september of

1903

at the

age of 32

the financial arrangements to take his wife and

make

he
two

to new york city where he entered the law school at
small childrento
child
children
rento
rendo
the quality of his work

columbia university

that at the beginning of the second year

was

of such excellence

he was one of the

first

year students to be elected to the editorial board of
secondyear
three second

the columbia law review

suffice

marks
clarks
darks life

it

were

to say the next fifty eight years of J reuben

literally filled with

honors and appointments

positions of influence and nobility and a call from the lord to

life to service in the work of the master
iong
and filled with footnotes and volumes
longand
longani
the lists are long
are being written concerning the details of his life but the following are representative of the accomplishments of J reuben maek
clark
haek
dark
dedicate his

jr

in his service to
11

ibid

p

man

116

16

1910
1906
19061910
1913
1910
19101913
1911
1913

assistant solicitor for the department of
state
solicitor for the department of state
admitted to practice before the supreme court
appointed counsel for the united states before
the tribunal of arbitration under the special

agreement of august 18

1910

between the

united states and great britain

5000000

claims

commissioned major in the judge advocate

1917

1918

generals officers reserve corps assigned
for service to the attorney general of the
united states at the latters request
authored the document emergency legislation

1927
1928
19271928

legal advisor to ambassador dwight

and war powers of the

president

W

morrow

mexico

authored the famous document

1928

memorandum on

doctrine
ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary
12
mexico
of the united states to
the

1930
1933
19301933

monroe

during these years he was also involved in his

practice had been a
government and

member

own law

of numerous boards and committees in

social service organizations

and had been appointed

to the general board of the young mens mutual improvement associa-

tion
in

1933

J reuben clark

jr

was

called as second counselor

presidency of the church of jesus christ of

in the

first

saints

and in 1934 was sustained as an

apostle and

to the president of the church
12 yarn

young reuben p

137
135
135137

first

latterday
latter day
counselor

17

during the church service years of J reuben mark
clark
dark he served
as a counselor to three different presidents of the church

grant george albert smith and david 0

heber J

mckay

his dedication to the principles of the gospel permeated his
teaching decision making and writing as evidenced by the following

titles to

which he addressed himself to various audiences

ing the personality of god
and

teachers

business

Edu
educato
education
catl on
educatl

A

world challenge to parents

the charted course of the church in education

an american

why 1I am

fathers

14

13

concern-

17

i
1116

wist ye not that 1I must be about

the world crisis today

18

what

15

my

is truth

19

13

god

joshua reuben clark jr
concerning the personality of
address delivered over radio station KSL sunday evening

june 26

1927

14

joshua reuben clark jr
education A world challenge to
parents and teachers an address delivered before the national
convention of the congress of parents and teachers in the assembly
hall salt lake city utah wednesday may 18 1938
15

joshua reuben clark jr
the charted course of the church
in education address given at the brigham young university summer
school aspen grove utah august 8 1938
16

joshua reuben clark jr
why 1I am an american
from the congressional record june 11 1940

reprint

17

joshua reuben clark jr
wist ye not that 1I must be about
my fathers business
relief society magazine vol 30 no 12
december 1943 through vol 31 no 5 may 1944
18

joshua reuben clark

jr

19

joshua reuben clark

jr

the world crisis today
sermon delivered before the graduating class of utah
baccalaureate sermon
state agricultural college logan utah june 10 1945

at brigham

young

what

is truth

university tuesday february

19

address delivered
1946

18

illet
into slavery
childreninto
let us not sell our children
miracle

21
9121
1121

it

and
was

20

man

gods greatest

the genius ofour
of our church organization
olour

while J reuben clark
dark

jr

was

22
1122

in mexico as the

his evenings in deep study and it was during
this time that his masterful work man gods greatest miracle was

ambassador

written

that

he spent

23

there are three other masterful works which ought to be

ny
why

ment
lon
ion ed
mentioned

james version
kin2james
the king

24

to immortality and eternal

our lord of the gospels

life

c
026

25

these works

and

on

seem

to emphasize the character and deep feeling for the master which

the

way

clark
filled the life of J reuben mark
dark jr
20

joshua reuben mark
clark
dark jr let us not sell our children into
slavery address delivered before the utah state farm bureau
Fede
federation
ratio n salt lake city utah november 21 1952
federatio
21

man
joshua reuben maek
gods greatest miracle
jr
clark
haek
dark
address delivered at summer religious course at brigham young
1954 since published salt lake city
university monday june 21 1954since
utah deseret news press 1971

22

joshua reuben clark
the genius of our church organimark jr
dark
an address to seminar and institute faculty brigham young

zation
university
23

karl

D

1958

flake mighty men of zion salt lake city utah
butler publisher deseret news press 1974 p 104
lawrence

R

24

joshua reuben dark
mark
clark jr
lake city utah deseret book co
25

city utah

joshua reuben clark
mark
dark

deseret book co

jr

1954

ny
why

the king james version

1956
1s
our lord of the gospe
gospels

salt

salt lake

ny
26

on
joshua reuben clark
jr
the way to immortality and
mark
dark
delivered over radio station
eternal life a series of radio talks
talksdelivered
from the tabernacle on temple square salt lake city utah january
1948 through march 28

1948

KSL

11

19

eight years as a member of the
during those twenty
twentyeight

first

presidency he gave of himself intensively and extensively in his
sacred calling

A

deep student of the

e
ilfe
life
lif

and teachings of the lord

jesus christ he authored a number of publications including the
before mentioned scholarly religious books
beforementioned

president mark
clark
dark

was

described in his lifetime as being the foremost supporter of the

welfare plan of the church and the chief helper in placing the church
27

finances on a budget plan

the honorable philander

knox

C

said to be one of americas

attorney general secretary of

greatest lawyers

and who served as

state

mark
states senator declared of reuben clark
dark

and united

doing him but justice in saying

service met his superior and rarely his equal
bowen

E

a close

marized the endowments and

first

and

A

work a constitution
second A prodigious power of worka
which seems able to respond to any draft that may be
put upon
work is his vocation and his avocation
and

his pastime

27 yarn

BYU

studies p

third an uncompromising undeviating honesty
face the facts
intellectual and moral honesty
is a characteristic expression of his he spends no
evasion having been
time working on schemes of
ofevasion
surrounded with abundant opportunity for graft and
acquisition he has come through without the smell
of fire upon his garments Nno0 opprobrium has ever

nr
28

ibid

p

243

public

associate and personal friend

vigorous and discriminating intellect his
is the rare power of penetrating through all confusing
superficial envelopments to the root and marrow of a
confronting problem

his

am

np
ap
1128

qualities of J reuben clark jr

it
pursuit

I

that for natural ability integrity

loyalty and industry 1I have not in a long professional

albert

1

242

sum-

20

attached to his
29

to him

name

abomination

sham and

pretense are an

at the funeral of J reuben clark jr
mckay

that

eulogized the
had been

man and

0

mentioned the many messages of comfort

sent to the mark
clark
dark family from all over the world upon

the loss of their great father
which

president david

he then shared a concluding experience

indicates the depth of character and dedication to calling of

this great servant

he had

called on president clark to discuss

some

pressing business at conference time and after receiving counsel
talked of times both had enjoyed

president clark

was very emotional as he

recalled the
twenty seven years that
school days and particularly the twentyseven
we had stood shoulder to shoulder in the first presidency
we caressed and bade each other good
bye that morning
goodbye
later on friday after our first presidency meeting
and president moyle had left for europe we received
word from the family that brother clarks wish to join
nov
been granted 1I felt then as 1I feel nnow
his maker had beengranted
that 1I truly great man had gone back to his 1 creator
and can say truly as paul said to timothy
I have fought
a good fight 1I have finished my course 1I have kept the
31
ffalth
faith
aith
alth

that great voice

which rang

forth conference after conference

with a plea for unity defense of truth and strength of testimony
was

stilled

the influence will last as long as

the power and logic of
henry

D

moyle

its

we

choose to remember

messages

of the

first

presidency noted as a matter of

fact and almost in passing
29

bryant stringham hinckley hours with our leaders salt lake
city utah general boards of the mutual improvement associations of
the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints 1941 p 31
30

david 0 mckay J reuben clark
deseret news church news section october
31

holy bible king james version

jr

14

11
II

funeral address

1961

timothy

p

47

3

21

his profound knowledge of the gospel made it possible
for him in his writings and in his sermons to be understood by all who desired to know the truth to him there
was no mystery in the saving principles of the gospel
faith in god the eternal father and in his son 32jesus
christ and in the holy ghost preceded all else
thus from very humble circumstances

both economical and

physical an austere environment and a deeply religious
J reuben mark
clark
dark

jr

home

life

traits of temperament and character
that produced in him attributes and abilities which brought him
opportunities so unlikely to come to a latterday
latter day saint at that
time

developed

disciplined as he

was

initiative industry
in spirituality the power was

in mind will

loyalty virtue integrity and

always in him to meet demands placed upon him
from the perspective of a

mark
clark
dark
any

jr

was

truly

33

latterday
latter day saint J

one of the noble and

reuben

great ones of this or of

other dispensation of time
32

henry D moyle J reuben clark
mark
dark
deseret news church news section october
33 yarn

BYU

studies

p

243

jr

14

funeral address

1961

p

8

chapter
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THE CHARTED COURSE OF THE CHURCH

IN EDUCATION

THE SETTING

this speech

was

delivered at the brigham young university

suger
summer
sumer school in aspen grove

on august 8

a mountain

recreational area in provo

university

campus

aspen grove

1938

canyon

a few miles
afew

this particular site is used

is

from the

by such groups as

brigham young

university for the specific purpose of establishing

an atmosphere

of relaxation that is relevant to the individual

presentations of both religious and academic plans proposals and
implementations of those plans for the coming year

the audience on this occasion was composed of employees of
the church department of education primarily seminary and institute
who
of religion leaders and those from the brigham young universitywho
university

would be involved with

and

instruction
prior to the time this speech

decisions had been
of

made by

latterday
latter day saints

tion

the planning and teaching of religious education

brigham young

universitys

have penetrated every

a number of important

the officials of the church of jesus christ

and of the

and those who would be

was given

university regarding religious instruc-

teaching and instructing students
comprehensive

religious

and moral programs

part of the schools activities

aforementioned decisions are included here
22

since

some

of the

23

in

1

uniform ccourses in theology were provided and

1906

excellent course outlines were printed
in

2

brigham young

1907

leaders of the church to

faculty

3

become

university

made

application to the

the official church university

2

with reputable credentials were hired

members

having degrees from such luminous places as the university of chicago

versity of ofcalifornia
harvard cornell and the university
uni hersity
california

3

the modernism controversy which surfaced in the

4

1909 1911

years caused some very specific decisions to be made concerning

doctrinal teachings

qualifications of university instructors

and the

the general board of education minutes during late 1910 and into

early

1911 emphasize

february

1911

11

a

the care and concern of board members

special committee hearing

was

on

held calling for a

decision to relieve teachers from their positions at the university
of their teachings were directly opposed to the doctrines of

when any

the church

4

see appendix ip
1

in

5

the

1912

church established seminaries adjacent

LDS

to high schools for the purpose of giving daily religious instruction
beginning in 1913 with the abandonment of the summit

6

academy

in utah the

LDS

the church has turned

of secular education
1

first
1975

church has gradually withdrawn from the

its attention to

field

the

wilkinson editor brigham young university the
provo
prove utahs
press
young
1
100 years wol
provat
brigham
woi
university
provbt
voi
vol
nol
ig4am
igram
utah br
p

ernest

L

396

wilkinson vol

1

p

4
4wilkinson

1

pp
ap

wilkinson vol

5william
awilliam
william

deseret book

E

company

398

3wilkinson
wilkinson vol

1

p

409

412
435
412435

berrett the restored church salt lake city utah
1965

pp
ap

307
353
307353

5

24

daily religious instruction provided through the seminaries and
6

institutes of religion
in

7

brigham young university applied for accreditation

1922

with the northwest association of schools of secondary and higher

education
on a

7

in april

regional basis

1923

Q
8

in

acceptance was received for accreditation

recognition for accreditation

1927

given by the national organization
8

by 1925

there

was

was

9

pressure from

teaching standards at the university

many

sides to improve

graduate schools had

some

refused to accept brigham young university graduates or had refused
to accept

many

9

in

hours of undergraduate work
1933

jr

presidency of the church of jesus christ of

to rely increasingly on J reuben clark
mark
dark
presidency in educational matters

clarks

copy of

jr

first

presidency

to represent the

the copious notes in elder

education minutes and the
the general church board ofofeducation

correspondence in his church schools

to the church educational system
10

sustained as a

was

president heber J grant of the

latterday
latter day saints

first

clark
J reuben mark
dark

first

counselor in the

came

10

file

demonstrated his importance

11

1934 a great
during the years 1929
19291934
reat concern was voiced

officials that since

by both church and school

employees of brigham

young

university were paid by the church they were responsible to

pay a

full tithing ten percent of their
fi

6berrett
berrett

p

10

wilkinson vol

to the church

7

307

8wilkinson
i lkinson vol

income

2
2

p
pp
ap

125
136
135
135136

7wilkinson
wilkinson vol

2

p

123

wilkinson vol

2

p

141

2

p

241

11

wilkinson vol

25

president grant was advi
sed in may 1934 that
advised
adai
twenty
twentyfive
five percent of the teachers at BYU were non
tithepayers
nine percent were part tithepayers
thirtynine
tithepayers thirty
and only thirtysix
thirty six percent were full tithepayers
tithepayers he
was dumbfounded
As far as 1I am concerned
he said
the church is paying these people if they havent
enough loyalty to the church to do their duty and pay
right here and now
their tithing 1I want it recorded
recordedl5ight
that 1I want other teachers there
when

prior to the time that J reuben mark
clark
dark

first

serve in the

jr

was

called to

presidency of the church and while he was united

states ambassador to

mexico

he

expressed concern over a tendency on the part
of some mormons to compromise the teachings of the church
13
by
acceptance
the world
in order to attain
0

0

after

becoming a member of the

first

presidency he

found evidence to justify his fears
he made notes
in his copy of the general church board of education minutes
which indicated his strong feelings
for an example on an
outline of courses in religion for church colleges and
institutes submitted by commissioner franklin L west
0

&

modern
mark
clark
dark wrote that it was guilty of fitting jesus into
14
concept instead of making concept fit iinto
nto jesus

in his opinion the terms were a compromise with secular
ideas which asserted that the teachings of jesus were purely ethical
15

and not divine

in the
9

june 1937

so
called
socalled

commencement

address at brigham young university of

J reuben mark
clark
dark

youth movements

jr

called attention to

some

of the

of the day and showing confidence in the

youth of the church made this statement
12

wilkinson vol 2ar
2r p 218
church board of education minutes 15
13

nson vol
wilkinson
wilki

2

p

243

15

wilkinson vol

2

p

243

i

also found in the general

may

1934.
1934

14

wilkinson vol

2

p

243

26

must assume
that the spirit and teachings
of this church school will have given you the true view of
life its meaning its high purpose its destiny of ultimate
1I

divinity
1

16

during this same address and speaking of teachers

clark had a specific idea to convey
clarkhad

when he

elder

said

teachers must more and more come to this work not so
for a livelihood for themselves as for the rendering of
1
17
service to humanity
on august 8

entitled
philosophy

president clark delivered the address

1938

the charted course of the church in education

become one of

much

the basic statements of

which has

latterday
latter day saint educational

18

SUMMARY
SUMARY OF THE

elder J reuben clark

jr

began

illustration concerning the great debate

SPEECH

this speech with

a

relevant

between webster and hayne

he said

the debate began over the foot resolution concerning
public lands 1Iitt developed into consideration of great
16
16wilkinson
wilkinson

vol

2

p

244

17
17wilkinson

wilkinson vol

2

p

244

18this
this speech was published in the deseret news church news
section 13 august 1938 the improvement
Imro vement era september 1938 and
70 course of
in pamphlet form the speech was included in the 1969
196970
study for melchizedek priesthood quorums of the church it was the
foundation of instructions of the first presidency at the inauguration of neal A maxwell as the church commissioner of education in
1970 and again in the charge of the first presidency to dallin H
was
oaks as the new president of brigham young university in 1971
it
also the basis for an address of boyd K packer member of the executive committee of board of trustees of brigham young university in
honor of roy W doxey upon his retirement as dean of the college of
see boyd K packer seek lea
aning
learning
rning
religious instruction in 1974
even
even by study and by faith provo utah brigham young university
press 1974.
excep
1974
1974.1 wherein elder packer said that excel
exceptional
19741
dional inspirational
tion attended the preparation of elder clarks address

27

the debate began over the foot resolution concerning
public lands it developed into consideration of great
fundamental problems of constitutional law 1I have never
forgotten the opening paragraph of websters reply by which
he brought back to its place of beginning this debate that
mr president
had drifted so far from its course he quoted
when the mariner has been tossed for many days in thick weather
and on an unknown sea he naturally avails himself of the ffirst
pause in the storm the earliest glance of the sun to take
his latitude and ascertain how far the elements have driven
him from his true course
let us imitate this prudence and
before we float farther on the waves of this debate refer
to the point from which we departed that we may at least be
able to conjecture where we now are 1I ask for the reading of
the resolution
mark
elder clark
dark then called attention to the audience of

after
wandering on the high seas or in the wilderness effort is to
be made to get us back to the place of starting
10

0

0

so sensible a procedure for occasions where

he then
0

D

0

stated

you would excuse me

to restate

if
some

1I

invoked and in a way used

of the more outstanding
and essential fundamentals underlying our church education
the

same procedure

mark
elder clark
dark recalled
which would

some

of those fundamental doctrines

get us back to the place of starting

when he

said

the church is the organized priesthood of god the
priesthood can exist without the church but the church
2 the mission of
cannot exist without the priesthood
the church is first to teach encourage assist and protect the individual member in his striving to live the
perfect life temporally and spiritually as laid down in
3
the gospel
the church is to maintain teach encourage and protect temporally and spiritually the membership
4 the church
as a group in its living of the gospel
is militantly to proclaim the truth calling upon all men to
repent and to live in obedience to the gospel
1
11

that these basic fundamental duties have been laid out
that all may remember and understand the direction the speaker is
now

so

taking he then indicated that there are for the church and

things which

alike

two prime

shaded

or discarded

may

not be overlooked

members

forgotten

28

first

that jesus christ is the son of god the only
begotten of the father in the flesh the creator of the world
the lamb of god the sacrifice for the sins of the world the
atoner for adams transgression that Hhee was crucified that
his spirit left his body that he died that he was laid away
in the tomb which again became a living being that he was

raised from the tomb a resurrected being the first fruits
of the resurrection that he later ascended to the father
and that because of his death and by and through his resurrection every man born into the world since the beginning
will likewise literally be resurrected
he went on

to say

the resurrected body is a body of flesh and bones and
spirit
these positive facts and all other facts neceS
ssarily
arlly implied therein must all be honestly bbelieved
relieved in full
elieved
faith by every
evea member of the church
according to elder clark
mark
dark the second of the two prime things

to which all

members

of the church must give full faith is
and the son

actually

and in truth and very
deed appeared to the prophet joseph smith in a vision in the
woods that other heavenly visions followed to joseph and
others that the gospel and the holy priesthood after the
order of the son of god were in truth and fact restored to
apo stacy of the
apostasy
the earth from which they were lost by the apostacy
primitive church that the lord again set up his church
through the agency of joseph smith that the book of mormon
professes to be that to the prophet came
is just what
up
numerous revelations for the guidance upbuilding
building organization
and encouragement of the church and its members that the
pro
phet Is successors likewise called of god have received
prophets
revelations as the needs of the church have required and

that the father

it

that they will continue to receive revelations as the church
and its members living the truth they already have shall
stand in need of more that this is in truth the church of
day saints and that its foundation
jesus christ of latterday
latter da
beliefs are the laws and principles laid down in the articles
of faith these facts also and each of them together with
m
implied
led therein or flowing therefrom
lj2l
all things necessarily mbel
must stand unchanged
unchained unmodified without dilution excuse
apology
logy or avoidance
submerged
bubmer
submer

they

may

not be explained away or

&

the following statements from the speech indicate an awareness
of people of conditions

experiences

and

direction which elder

mark
clark
dark has gathered from his predecessors and colleagues and in fact

29

from

his

experience his research and his understanding of

own

future plans for the growth and development of the church throughout

elder clark
dark stated

the world

without these two great beliefs the resurrection and
the vision of the father and the son to joseph smith the
church would cease to be the church any individual who
accey
accept the fulness
does not accep
falness of these doctrines as to jesus
hoi
hol
of nazareth or as to the restoration of the gospel and holy
priesthood is not a latterday
latter dday
latterd
V saint

referring to his opening statements concerning the webster
hayne debate

and

getting back to the place of starting

elder

clark continued

set out these matters because they are the latitude
and longitude of the actual location and position of the
knowing our true
church both in this world and in eternity
position we can change our bearings if they need changing
we can lay down anew our true course
1I

have

elder clark
dark after
stage
setting
stagesetting

subjects

an ample

but necessary introduction and

brought his authority and purpose to bear upon two

the student and the teacher

concerning the students

or youth he stated

shall speak very frankly for we have passed
aas
2as sed the place
where we may wisely talk in ambiguous words and veiled
tide
tlde
say plainly what we mean because tipe
phrases we must sy
the
future of our youth both here on earth and in the hereafter as also the welfare of the whole church are at
1I

stake

elder clark
dark went

on

to use such statements as

of the church are in great majority sound in thought and

the youth

spirit

problem is to keep them sound not convert them
the problemis
one of the most

striking ideas gets right at the heart of the

problem

even going back to the 1911 special committee hearing

appendix

1

hearing

for
when

more

see

in depth information on the special committee

elder mark
clark stated
dark

30

they ithe
the students are not now doubters but
121 anted
inquirers
in quir
q4ir ers seekers after truth doubt must not be planted
great
in
hearts
is the burden and the condemnation
i n ttheir
heir
of any
aa teacher who sows doubt in a trusting soul

elder clark then emphasized the very ideals

that

need to be taught

and

principles

the faith of their fathers and mothers the

ordinances of the gospel and modern revelation to which he referred

stated

when he

these students are prepared to believe and understand
that all these things are matters of faith not to be
explained or under
understood
stood by any process of human reason
and probably not by an experiment of known physical science
the speaker then

made a comparison

of great importance between

the things which are true and the hollowness of mere lack of faith
should be encouraged in all proper
ways to do these things which they know to be true but they
do not need to have a years course of instruction to make

they the students

them

believe and

know them

he continued with the comparison

these students fully sense the hollowness of teachings
which would make the gospel plan a mere system of ethics
they know that christs teachings are in the highest degree
butthey
but they also know they are more than this they
ethical burthey
things
to
of
rimari
ly
the
will see that ethics relate 2primarily
2rimari
this life and that to make of the gospel a mere system
of ethics is to confess a lack of faith if not a disbelief
in the hereafter
the key ideas concerning the problem raised earlier

keeping

students sound in doctrine not converting them seems to be
emphasized in the next group of statements

where

spirit

elder clark remarked

they have that
the testimony they seek is engendered and nurtured by the
testimony of others and that to gain this testimony whi
whichh
ng honest testimony of a
burning
they seek for one living burni
barni
fearing man that jesus is the christ and that
righteous god
godfearing
joseph smith was gods prophet is worth a thousand books
and lectures aimed at debasing the gospel to a system of
ethics or seeking to rationalize infinity

these students

sense by the
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he continued

these students born under the covenant can understand
g
are not in
intellectual training
that age and maturity and ndintulectual
trainin
any
wy or toony
to any
anz degree necessary to communion with the
aa way
lord and his spirit

mark
elder clark
dark then concluded
ng
working
these students as they come to you are spiritually worki
borki
on towards a maturity which they will early reach if you but
pos
possessing
feed them the right food they come to Yyou eos
sessing spiriermence
erience the world does not know
tual knowledge and eexperience
11

a

the speaker then turned his attention to the second of his
subjects the teacher

to set the scene and bring to bear the proper

elder clark
dark
hark summarized

emphasis

in the first place
blace there is neither reason nor is there
excuse for pur
and
teaching
religious
training
our church re
trai
lilious
facilities and institutions unless the youthgosare to be
taught and trained in the principles of the gospel
el embracing therein the two great elements that jesus is the christ
gods
and that joseph smith was god
Is prophet
he continued

the students of seminaries and institutes should of course
be taught the ordinary canons of good and righteous living
for these are part and an essential part of the gospel
principles
impi
involved in eternal life
but there are the great pr
inpi21es 3nvolved
many
y like other things
the priesthood the resurrection and eln
thl
thi
these great
that go
20 beyond these canons of good living
fundamental principles also must be taught to the youth
they are the things the youth wish first to know about
1I

with this background and prelude fully emphasized elder

clark

now

points out the

first

requirement of

all teachers in the

church educational system when he remarked firmly
a
teaching
requisite
of
these
for
teacher
idite
isite
first
firsta
firstr
no
a
s
principles is
personal
testimony
rhonal
of
rsonal
truth
their
i
amount
study and no number
learning no amount

the

I1

of

7

of
of
es can take the place of this testimdegrees
scholastic degre

ony
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getting

down

to specifics elder clark
dark

made an emphatic

declaration of policy toward all teachers in the church educational
system

he said
no

teacher

who

have a
does not
hothave

testimony
mow
real testi
moa of the truth

gospel1 as revealed to and believed byy the latterday
of the gos
latter day
saints and a testimony
testiMO of the sonship and messiahship of
jesus including in all its reality the first vision has
any place in the church school ssystem
stem if there be any such
and 1I hope and pray there are none he should at once
resign
the first presidency expect this pruning to

be made

the question then arises are these teachers then to be
expelled from the church

elder mark
clark
dark clearly answered

does not mean that we would cast out such teachers
from the church not at all
but this does mean that
our church schools cannot be manned by unconverted

this

untestimonied teachers

emphasizing that the mere possession of a testimony
enough

the

elder mark
clark
dark pointed out that the

human

character is moral courage and

is not

most precious element of
when

this element is

lacking then the gospel is diluted and almost undetectable to the
he went on to say

student

in the absence of moral courage to declare your
testimony it will reach the students only after such
dilution as will make it difficult if not impossible to
p iritual an
andd apsy
psy
cholo jacal
jdsychological
detect it and the sspiritual
jlcal effect of
may
a weak and vacillating testimony
pay well be actual
eay
testimonypay
actually
helpful
harmful instead of hel
hei
0

0

0

0

according to elder mark
clark
dark this is

still

not enough for each

teacher must also have intellectual courage which is

the courage to affirm principles beliefs and
my not always be considered as harmonizing with
faith that may
as the teacher or
such knowledge scientific or otherwise
otherwiseas
ossess
assess
his educational colleagues
collea gues may belive they possess
0

1

0
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to those
or

who would

who

decide to modify or explain away their faith

destructively dilute

it

or even cast

it

away

elder

commented
comen ted
clark cogen

not of scorn as some would have it
having the truth and knowing it
is the man or woman who havingthe
finds it necessary either to repudiate the truth or to
compromise with error in order that they may live with or
among unbelievers without subjecting himself to their disfavor or derision as he supposes tragic indeed is his
place for the real fact is that all such discardings
discar dings and
shadings in the end bring the very punishments that the
weak
weakwilled
willed one sought to avoid
an object of pity

concerning those

who

stand firm by their beliefs elder clark
mark
dark

said

there is nothing the world so values and reveres as
them
the man who having righteous convictions stands for thein
sy there is nothing towards which
in any and all circumstancesy
circumstances
circumstance
having
the world turns more contempt than the man who ha
away
righteous convictions either slips
sikes la a from them abandons
siles
them or repudiates them
in his challenge to

specifically to those

members

who may be

of the church in particular and

in teaching positions in church

clark
institutions elder mark
dark strongly commented
men
keep
possible
positions of
must
be
not
to
bepossible
be
for
it
beingg cony
spiritual trust who not bein
bei
bel
converted
arted themselves being
erted
unbelievers
really un
believers seek to turn aside the beliefs education and activities of our youth and our aged also from
the
the ways they should follow unto other paths of education
beliefs and activities which though leading where the
the places where
unbelievers would go do not bring us to theplaces
the gospel would take us that this works as a conscience
balm to the unbeliever who directs it is of no importance
bear 1 of trust
betr
this is the grossest betrayal

As a

side issue elder mark
clark mentioned the fact that
dark

some members

of the church have gone to other places for their education and have
found many new ideas and specialized
most

11up
up

training

after receiving this

to date training they have promptly returned and with
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little

thought as to the need or

us whether

needed

we

it

desirability

it

upon

or not

elder clark emphasized that the
seem backward

have dosed

members of

the church

may

to those elsewhere in the world but they are also

well ahead of the world in spirituality

the speaker went on to

comment

that the youth of the church

are experienced in spiritual truths therefore no one need sneak up
behind him and whisper religion in his ears
and

talk face to face with

you can come

right out

him

in the final summation elder clark pointed out

some

signifi-

cant ideas concerning teachers when he said

teachers you stand upon the highest peak in education
for what teaching can compare in priceless
iceless value and far
reaching effect with that which deals with man as he was in
the eternity of yesterday as he is in the mortality of
todayy and as he will be in the forever of tomorrow not
toda
only time but eternity is your field salvation of yourself
not only but of those who come within the purlieus bounds
or limits of your temple is the blessing you seek and
how brilliant will
which doing your duty you will gain
own of glory with eac
crown
be your cr
eachh soul saved an encrusted
bac
jewel thereon
As

however

there is a qualification for all teachers

musti
to get this blessing and to be so crowned you must
you
1I say
more
once
must
you
have no other
gospel
the
teach
gopel
siy
function and no other reason for your presence in a church
it
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school system

again elder clark stated the qualification
10

0

your chief

interest f your essential

and

all

but

duty is to teach the gospel of the lord jesus christ
sole auty
as that has been revealed in these latter days you are to
teach the gospel using as your sources and authorities the
standard works ofthe
of the church and the words of those whom
odthe
god has called to lead hispeople
dispeople
his people in these last days

elder clark solemnly emphasized
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you are not

to intrude into your work your own
philosophy no matter what its source or how
peculiar j2hilos
pleasing or rational it seems to you tobe
to be
concerning teaching the doctrines of the church elder mark
clark
dark

said
you

are not

to change the doctrines of the church
or modify them as they are declared by and in the standard
works of the church and by those whose authority it is to
declare the mind and will of the lord to the church

elder clark

commented about

the public schools

when he

said

you

are not to teach the philosophies
philos2p ies
les of the world
ancient or modern pagan or christian for this is the
field of the public schools
regarding the specific duty of teachers in the church school
system elder mark
clark
dark

your sole

its sphere
sehee

stated emphatically

gos
gospel
the
field is
bei
bel
ael
2el and that is boundless in

the financing of this program of education within the church
has drawn important funds from individuals

and from the church

generally as a result elder mark
clark clarified the responsibility of
dark

all teachers

when he emphasized

state institutions whose
function
is to teach the arts the sciences the
we use the tithes ten percent
languages and so on
of an individuals income donated to the church of the
caery on the church school system and these
carry
church to carryon
are impressed with a holy trust the church seminaries
seminaries
and institutes including brigham young university are
we

pay taxes to support those

to teach the gospel

elder clark impressed

upon the audience

the full meaning of

the alternatives faced by the church school system the alternatives
of either appropriating more

money

abandoning them and searching out

to educational processes or

better

ways

to teach the gospel
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even to the

alternative of returning to church academies

elder clark

therefore stated
in stating this function to teach the gospel time and
time again and with such insistence as 1I have done it is
fully appreciated that carrying out the function may involve
the matter of losing released time for our seminaries
and institutes
but our course is clear if we cannot teach
the gospel the doctrines of the church and the standard
works of the churchy
church all of them on released time in our
seminaries and institutes then we must face giving up
timea
pian of carryreleased time1
time and try to0 work out some otherplan
other
other plan
ing on the gospel work in those institutions
if to work out
some other plan be ip
impossible
possible we shall face the abandonment
of the seminaries and institutes and return to church colleges

a

and academies

he continued

this

emphasis and said

are clear upon
won
aon this pointy
point namely that we shall not
in appropriating one further tithing
feel
thine
thina dollar
fee1 justified
ti
e of our seminaries and institutes unless th
upkeep
to the uj2
they
ujj
thez
can be used to teach the gospel in the manner prescribed
in
saying
sayinI
presidency
this 1I am speaking for the first Presiden
sayinithis
cZ
we

clark
elder mark
dark indicated

this declaration are

when he

how

far reaching the implications of

emphatically declared

all that

has been said regarding
the character of religious
regardipgthe
ilous
reilslious
relis
rells
and the results
applies
teaching
reachi
lal
lai
ial
teachi
31
iles with full and eequal
lles
2 lies
force to seminaries to institutes and to any and every other
system
educational institution belong to0 the church school systems

again speaking for the

first

presidency elder clark implored

the audience when he said

first

presidency earnestly solicit the whole
hearted
wholehearted
help and cooperation of all you men and women who from your
work on the firing line know so well the greatness of the
problem which faces us and which so vitally and intimately
affects the spiritual health and the salvation of our youth
as also the future welfare of the whole church we need you
the church needs you the lord needs you restrain not
yourselves nor withhold your helping hand

the

As a summation

his audience the
and counseled

of his feelings elder clark paid tribute to

same audience he has

when he

stated

cautioned warned challenged
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pay tribute to your industry your loyalty your
sacrifice your willing eagerness for service in the cause of
truth your faith in god and in his work and your earnest
prophet
thinj8th&t
et
desire to do the things
that our ordained leader and prop
andl
and
would have you do
andi1I entreat you not to make the mistake
of thrusting aside your urleader8
leaders counsel or of failing to
carey out his wish or to refuge
carry
refuse
rafuse to follow his direction
1I

clark declared
in conclusion elder mark
dark
may god

you entrance to the
may he give y
bless you
teach and then make youu know that as you
youteach
hearts of those you
you
aces that must be neither
enter therelyou
therelyou
places
xou stand in holy
hokl 121
holl
polluted nor defiled either by false or corrupting doctrine
may your faith and your testimonies
orgy
or by sinfulmisdeed
sinful misdeed
increase and your ability to encourage and foster them in
others grow greater every day
dayall
all that the youth of zion
may be taught built up encouraged heartened that they
may not fall by the wayside bu
butt go on to eternal life that
these blessings coming to them you through them may be
blessed also
I1

conclusions

RELATING TO THE ADVICE
AND COUNSEL GIVEN

1

the doctrines of the gospel including the reality and

divinity of the mission of jesus christ

and of

are to be taught in the church schools

particular emphasis is also

his resurrection

given to the truth and reality of the vision of the father and the
son to the prophet joseph smith

and the

falness
restoration of the fulness

of the gospel of jesus christ which likewise must be taught in all
church related

institutions

the doctrines of the church which are

22.
are the basic
2.1
contained in the articles of faith see appendix 21
21

doctrines to be taught in all church schools
2

because the future of the youth of the church and the

welfare of the whole church are at stake the leaders of the church
must now speak out

purposes

aims

plainly

and plans

and say what they mean concerning the

for the church educational system

38
3

students

who

attend the seminaries and institutes of

religion of the church are spiritually mature and are prepared to
be taught

truths in all fields of education

ability to discern

have the

the hollowness of those
4

the

school system

who

truths being taught

between the

and

are not converted to the truth

first requisite

is to

these students also

of any teacher in the

LDS

church

have a personal testimony of the divine mission

of jesus christ of the restoration of the fullness of the gospel
through the prophet joseph smith and of

all the doctrines

which

flow from these two basic tenets of the church

teachers in the church school system are not to teach

5

their

own

peculiar philosophies or change the doctrines of the

church as they are declared in the standard works of the church
and they are not
6

teachers
and

the

who do

to teach the philosophies of the world

first

presidency of the

LDS

church expect that

all

not have a testimony of
the doctrines of the church
orthe

in fact teach opposing doctrines will be removed from their

positions as teachers and from the organization wherein they are
teaching whether that be seminaries

is also

emphasis

made

manned by unconverted
7

that the church schools cannot

and

will not be

untestimonied teachers

the purpose for having a church school system is to teach

the doctrines of the
and

institutes or the university

LDS

church therefore the sole interest duty

responsibility of each teacher in this school system is to teach

the restored gospel of jesus christ and the divine earthly and

eternal mission of the savior

39

range implication is suggested in that if
long
longrange
pressures from outside the church andpressures
and pressures from within
8

those

who

A

are teaching but have

no testimony

by

or conviction of the

things they are teaching cause
that the gospel cannot be taught
causethat
properly to the youth of the church then consideration

may be

given

to abandoning the seminaries and institutes of religion and return
to the church academy form of education

naturally

would have

to be based

on

however

the success or failure of the

1released
released time program of the seminaries and

church

this decision

institutes of the

chapter
TEACH WITH THE

4

SPIRIT

OF GOD

THE SETTING

this speech
young

university

delivered to the faculty and staff of brigham

was

who were

assembled in the auditorium of the joseph

smith building on the campus of the university on september 19
A

number

1952

of things happened at brigham young university which

are a prelude to this speech and

some

of these incidents and events

are included here as being preparatory to the ideas and considerations

clark
that J reuben mark
dark

jr

would include in

his speech

for instance during the late 1940s the president of brigham
young

university

was

confronted with a mild form of student unrest

post world war 11
as the postworld
II era brought about a greater desire from
students for involvement in student housing selection student and

university activities more representation in student government and
even to the concern voiced by students over road

university
in

repairs near the

1

1949

howard

S

mcdonald

president of brigham young

university presided over a facultywide
faculty wide evaluation of the curriculum

at the school
study

and during

this time appointed

all questions incidental

a

special committee to

to determining the ultimate purpose of

1ernest
bernest
youngj university the
ernest L wilkinson brigham yo
years vol 2 provo utah brigham young university press
pp
ap 460
469
460469
40

first
1975

100
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the curriculum at the university
an

in the midst of this evaluation

incident happened which caused a disruption of progress
with much effort the committee may have defined
some of its objectives compatible with the academic sensibility
of its faculty and the spiritual insights of the board of
trustees but the project was disrupted in september of
1949 when president mcdonald unexpectedly announced his
resignation as president of BYU 2
&

between the resignation of president mcdonald and the

appointment of a new president

acting president

dr christen jensen was called as

3

during the jensen administration november 1949 to february
1951

the recently adopted honor code for brigham young university

was a much

discussed and publicized topic

joint attempt

by

the honor code

was a

students faculty and administration to place the

responsibility of conduct in keeping with gospel standards
students themselves

on

the

the leaders of the school had a great hope that

previal in the classes and in the personal
the gospel standards would predial
lives of the students

4

several months prior to the resignation of president mcdonald
a prominent

spoke

at

a

attorney ernest

L

wilkinson

from washington

testimonial for christen jensen and

were two basic areas in which brigham young

as a university

the

first

wilkinson vol

2

commented

D

C

that there

university ought to excel

was

the theological area

pp
ap

478 479

wilkinson vol

2

p 486

4wilkinson
488 489
ap 488489
wilkinson vol 2 pp
also found in the BYU
1949
faculty meeting minutes 5 december 1949.
the dress and grooming
own
A
our
a pamphlet
part of the honor code is now printed in
style
of
lna
ina
for all students the rest of the honor code is obtainable through
the university standards office
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obtain from this gospel give us
additional knowledge to offer mankind there is no occasion
for continuing this school 1I think 1I need say nothing
prime
further as to the indispensable reason for placing pr
ime
emphasis upon
gpon a comprehensive indoctrination of mormon
apon
unless the truths

we

theology

the second area which wilkinsonfelt
wilkinson felt
feit that the school should
emphasize was the history and

political science area

he

felt that

there were three parts to this area in which the university would
make

significant contributions to the world
the

mormon

belief in the constitution the

of government and the
6
governments
fall of

mormon

shortly after this speech
communicate

his ideas to the

first

LDS

concept

explanation of the rise and

was given

wilkinson was invited to

presidency of the church members

of the board of trustees and president mcdonald

in july
brigham young

1949

wilkinson was invited to present a critique of

universitys curriculum before the board of trustees

and the whole issue was discussed before the executive committee of

the university at or near the time that president mcdonald

was

presiding over the facultywide
faculty wide evaluation of the curriculum

after the resignation of president

mcdonald

7

dr christen

jensen also worked to revise the curriculum during his abbreviated

administration

at the deans council

meeting of 30 january 1950 he
reported an action of the board of trustees on friday
january 20 1950 which provided that beginning with the
government
ory
d
1951 a course in american history
an
year 1950
and
19501951
hist

5wilkinson
see also wilkinson presidential
476
wilkinson vol 2 p 4176
papers the copy of the speech given at christen jensen testimonial
june 1949 box la folder 11.
6wilkinson
wilkinson vol

2

p

477

7wilkinson
wilkinson vol

2

p

478
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properly taught will be one 8 of the graduation requirements
university
versify
of brigham young Uni
following the decision to add the american history and government

class rivalry

among

the faculty members became almost unbearable

to president jensen and the competition threatened faculty unity
president jensen said plainly to the faculty
presidentjensen
well integrated institution should be the aim of us all
we should avoid personal an
ambition
addition
ddition and self aggrandizement
we should also realize that we possess limited financial
we must live within our means
income
for this reason we
should carefully analyze our courses of study and preparadepartments we should
tion to teach them in the various depgrtments
eliminate the least necessary courses
A

during the jensen administration
which exemplify the

ability of this
abilityof

man

several incidents happened
president
though pr
resident
esident on a

temporary basis to cope with problems and to administer with exact-

ness

one incident

arose from a letter written in 1950 accusing a
young faculty member of unorthodoxy
the letter was signed
by several religion teachers and sent to one of the general
authorities of the church when president jensen heard
about the letter he rebuked its author for not taking the
matter to him first he characterized the action as an
act of discourtesy and disrespect to the head of the
institution and as a direct violation of proper administrative
procedure he wondered whether the authors of the letter had
ever read with saint paul said about charity and firmly
informed the authors that those who teach religion must
sm
cism
religious
practice religion that no kind of manticism
fanticism
fantl
fanti
fantaci
fantici
or otherwise had any place at BYU the general authorities
ss and permitted him to
kindness
treated the new teacher with kind
stay in the church school system
0

8wilkinson
vola
wilkinson vol2
vol 2 p 489
voi
99wilkinson

wilkinson vol

deans of the university
BYU

16

source memorandum to
original sourcememorandum
january 1950 christen jensen papers

2

pp
ap

2

archives
10

wilkinson vol

meeting minutes 29

may

1950.
1950

p

489

495
493
493495

also found in

BYU

faculty
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after the resignation of president

mcdonald

and the

appointment of dr christen jensen as acting president the general

authorities of the church proceeded to search for the best qualified
individual available to become president of brigham young university

it

very early

became

evident that ernest

wilkinson was the choice

L

of the finding committee which had been selected to

sift

through the

qualifications of candidates for the office
so on 27

july

the position and on

11

ernest

1950

september

wilkinson was formally offered

L

accepted the position

1950

in his formal letter of acceptance to the

first

presidency of the

church he stated

accept in a spirit of humility and with the hope that 1I
may be of assistance to the great faculty of that institution
in causing brigham young university to fulfill the full
measure of its destiny
because 1I am convinced that the
will never be cured by purely political
ills of the world willnever
1I welcome the opportunity of returning to my
action
alma mater where chief emphasis is placed on individual
us livingthe
righteous
living the only keys to personal
responsibility and right
and international peace
1I

from chevery
thevery
the very beginning

0

was one

to have

he firmly

matters well under control
0

president wilkinson

urged that there should be no back
door diplomacy
backdoor

the faculty or others he called for the discontinuance
of the practice of faculty members of others taking school
matters to individual members of the first presidency of
12
the church or the board of trustees
by

president wilkinson insisted that he be in complete control
of the school and that
him

and

all

school matters be directly referred to

which was agreed upon by both the

first

presidency of the church

president wilkinson

complaints against faculty or anyone else

ll wilkinson

12wilkinson

11
llwilkinson

vol

2

p

502

wilkinson vol

2

p

504
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at brigham

young

university were to

go through

the president

that
the president might 1 know what is going on
as president or make recomand 2 be able to decide
13
mendat ions to the executive committee
mendations
41

first

from the diary of david 0 mckay

presidency of the church of jesus christ of

ernest

wilkinson was selected president

L

counselor in the

latterday
latter day saints
comes an

first

when

interesting

statement concerning wilkinsons view of the future of brigham young

university
there is no
viewpoint of
the
odthe
ofthe
especially with
gospel of jesus

that ernest wilkinson has the right
mission of brigham young university
doubt but

regard to

its

mission and preaching the
christ he senses clearly the fact that
every department in the school should as he stated be
impregnated with the spirit of the gospel and that the
teachings of the principles of the gospel should not be
confined to a theological department with other departments
14
feeling that they are estranged therefrom

during these years of the 1940s and 1950s

of the church was growing quite rapidly from

800000 members to

this increase in general church

well over a million members
rship

some

the membership

membe-

indicated and foreshadowed a record increase in enrollment at

brigham young university

scheduled proselyting tours by faculty members resulted in an

increased enrollment at the university

in fact

it

resulted in an increase of fourteen percent 1 yin
the size of the studentbody
student body in the fall quarter of 1952
Is
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the problems of adequate housing for incoming students
over
crowded
overcrowded

along with criticism
facilities alongwith

mission presidents

and others

seemed

to

from some stake and

further extensive

dampen

young university faculty
mYoung
brighamyoung
proselyting efforts by brigham
Brigha

and

members
e
i16

June 1955 the visits by faculty members were discontinued
in june1955

in an attempt to unify the faculty lay aside the problems of
the increased enrollment and insufficient housing for incoming

students and to get a fresh outlook on the

school year harold

new

glen mark
clark
dark director of lyceums at brigham young university contacted

the one

man who he

felt

could help the faculty

the proper attitude J reuben clark

jr

start the year out in

in commenting about his

pre
proschool
preschool
school conference
invitation to speak at this annual pro

and

referring

to harold glen marks
clark
clarks
dark said
darks contact with him elder mark
4

him

brother mark
clark
dark came to see me wednesday
to get someone else he said he tried

to see

me

so here 1I

so on friday

1I

tried to get

me back
came
then he ca

am

september 19

delivered this speech entitled

1952

clark
elder J reuben mark
dark

teach with the

SUMMARY OF THE

spirit of

jr

god

SPEECH

the speaker began by referring to a statement by brigham

is purported to have been given to karl G maeser the
clark
dark stated
first principal of the brigham young academy elder mark
brother mark
clark
that he would like me to
dark indicated
on that statement that is credited to president
speak
young when he called dr maeser
to begin this school
to the effect that you do not teach the alphabet nor the
multiplication tables without the spirit of god we do not

young

which

16

wilkinson vol

2

pp
ap

606

607

609
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for a certainty that
through the years that it

know

was
was

said but
said

explaining that this statement

latterday
latter day saints

and

was

it

has come down

evident to
rather self
selfevident

referring to the teaching part elder mark
clark
dark

continued
we ought largely
think in considering that dictum
multiplication
plica tion side of it and think of the
to forget the multi
multiplica
teaching side of it
1I

reference to a doctrinal point he continued

making

its

quoted usually
talks about the spirit
it
of god and some of you who have taught know that there has
distinguish
ingul sh between the spirit
been some effort made
to dist
god which some say is the spirit of the holy ghostand
ghost and
of godwhich
now

as

i

the

spirit of the lord

which

is different

suggesting a possible source to the audience elder mark
clark
dark

referred to the doctrine and covenants section
13

where

is

88

verses

6

through

found some
someof
of the powers and functions of the lord

continuing with his explanation he said

its

pervading presence different quite evidently
which
ch is a personage of spirit though
from the holy ghost whi
of course exercising its powers beyond the mere presence
of the personage
an

all

referring again to the original statement of brigham
to karl

G

young

maeser elder mark
clark
dark makes reference to an address of

brigham young

every

wherein president young stated

art

studied by the children
of men is comprised within the gospel where did the knowledge
come from which has enabled men to accomplish such great
achievements in science and in mechanism within the last
we know that knowledge is from god but why do
few years
they not acknowledge this because they are blind to their
own interests
who taught men to chain the lightening
did
no
man unaided of himself discover that
he received
the knowledge from a supreme being
and science known and
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clark
elder mark
dark emphasized that every art and science has proceeded
but individuals have been given credit for the discoveries

from god

continuing to emphasize the dependence upon a supreme being

elder mark
clark
dark suggested that the source of our knowledge to penetrate
space has come from the same being
when he

that inspired the ancient prophets

said

received it from that same being whom moses and those
who were before him received their
r knowledge from the same
thel
thei
ng who told noah the world should be drowned and its
being
bei
bel
people destroyed
we

I1

acknowledging that every principle connected with

this earth

has come from god elder mark
clark
dark remarked
from him every astronomer

artist

and machinist that ever
lived on the earth obtained his knowledge by him too has
from one another to communicate been
the power to receive fromone
bestowed and to search into the deep things pertaining to
this earth and every principle connected with

it

referring again to the opening statement
karl

G

maeser elder mark
clark
dark

clarified

by brigham young

to

and explained

think that fully explains what brother brigham had in
mind when he made that statement credited to him to brother
maeser
1I think that we must acknowledge
acknowledae in our minds that
god is the source of all knowledge and that he imparts it to
us in accordance with our needs andin
and in accordance with his
desire
1I

elder mark
clark
dark suggested to the audience that there are several
ways

that

receives information from

man

revelation is occasionally received by
on

occasion

know

communicates

god

man

indicating that direct
when he

said

directly with his children in
directlywithhis

god

a way they

is direct
to emphasize the reality of this direct revelation elder

mark
clark
dark then referred to the

first vision

of the prophet joseph smith

the voice at the transfiguration of christ the appearance of christ
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temple and the manifestation to the Nep
nephites
in the kirtlandtemple
kirtland tempie
hites during
as examples of direct revelation

book of mormon times

mark
elder clark
dark

concerning this direct
then explained and clarified his feelings concerningthis

revelation

when he

said

theres

always a special purpose when

that direct

1I am perrevelation comes from god to his children
suaded that those times are
ake rare and only at critical periods
urpose
and critical times and for a special
urmose
clai purpose
cial
P

acknowledging

that probably

many

in the audience have had

felt they were being helped by inspiration in
clark
elder mark
dark explained now except for these times of

experiences when each

other

ways

direct revelation
get

we

it

seems

to

me

that

we

have to work for what we

get nothing without work save under the most exceptional

circumstances
emphasizing

that the

work here

referred to is not the

work

at

the desk or in the research laboratory he specifically stated

thinking also of the work and it is real work that
acome our ourinhibitions
rcome
overcome
takes to ove
inhibitions our trends and tendencies
it overcome
temptations 1I think that we have to work just as
to
1I am

hard at

that as at anything else

elder clark
dark explained that if anyone expects to receive
blessings from the lord there are certain conditions that they must
follow and they must place themselves in the position where the lord

will manifest his wishes to

them

because of their preparation and

referred to prayer and faith and remarked
faith 1I think is the greatest force and intelligent
force of which we know
faith is a gift of god and 1I am
sure god gives to no man faith sufficient to defeat his gods
purpose so that from our mortal standpoint there is a limit
to what we can do with ffalth
faith
aith
alth

worthiness

he then
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referring to prayer administering to the sick healing
people and the preservation of

clark
dark
life elder mark

suggested that

prayer should be a constant source of strength to each individual
should always pray in all our
that the lord will bless us if in his
blessed in the way we are asking
that we might secure from the lord in
pray and can pray over your work when
we

work with our faith
wisdom we should be

as to this the aids
our work you should

you have

difficulties

clark
elder mark
dark emphasized again that one should pray always
not only when he has problems

is
who

needed

and give

but one should pray even

gratitude to

god

he

when

further stated

and

nothing

the

man

only prays when he needs something is not likely to be too

readily heard

elder clark
dark then referred to the statement in the
james

book

of

in the bible which refers to giving wisdom and explained that

not mean that one receives everything he asks for
doesnotmean
this passage does
but that the lord will give liberally he then mentioned that the

lord instructed his apostles that
kings

that they

they went before governors and

need not worry about what they should say

ive

he added

when

always

felt that if 1I

however

wanted to get some water

out of a drinking cup 1I had to put some in

specifically referring to the teachers elder clark
mark said
dark
but 1I find no place where he the lord said he would
provide to a teacher knowledge that he didnt have beforehand
neither as to the substance of his talk nor as to his techniques the lord doesnt just bestow those they must be
worked for
then the lord helps
again referring to the brigham young to karl

G

maeser

statement at the beginning of the speech and recalling to the minds
of the audience the occasion when the lord told his apostles that he
would send

the comforter to them and the comforter would teach them
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all things

which he had

told

mark
elder clark
dark went

them

on

to say that

the comforter is the holy ghost and then stated

think that in part is what president young had in
even the multiplication
mind when he said you shouldnt tea
teach
cheven
teacheven
1I firmly believe that
tables without the spirit of god
every teacher is in the same position
if he stores his
mind with knowledge if he has lived as he should then when
the time comes when he needs it the lord will open up the
windows of his mind and let him see there the things which
are stored away
1I

referring to
wherein

a statement

is stated that

spirit of

god which

in 1I corinthians chapter

the things of god but by the

no man knows

is in

him

two

elder clark remarked

and when you do have that spirit of god within you and
you
youhave
have a right to the gifts of the holy ghost then iif you
prepared yourself the holy ghost will bring these things
have preparedy2urself
thi
thl
to your remembrance and you will
thl
thi
willbe
viii be able to teach things
properly
im confirmed of that by the statements which
1I have read to you that you should store your minds with
knowledge and then the spirit of the lord will bring these
things to your mind
1

admitting that one cannot expect to get anything out of his
mind

if

nothing has been put into

it

elder clark then suggested that

those things that are in our minds will be there for eternity

when

he commented
we may

not remember

its

but

we

never forget what

take into our minds
there and 1I think it is there
for time and for eternity hence the importance of learning
the good things and avoiding the bad

we

elder clark expressed

some

feelings of caution concerning

teaching and became rather specific as he stated

there is a great difference between teaching the gospel
and the truths of the gospel and teaching other things
we get all kinds of reports about what you brethren do down
here and what you dont do we try to forget most of them
about what you are supposed to do and what you oughtnt to
we had one statement come to us along this line
do
some parent objected that in a certain class
and from
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this teacher

had come a shaking of the faith of that young
person and when the teacher was approached about
he
said well im making them think anyhow

it

emphasizing the responsibility to teach
from teaching
1I

error

wonder

truth

and counseling the audience

if that is

and

refrain

elder clark remarked

what you do to them in your science

course or in your history course raise doubts about every-

a
thing and then let them think
serious thing
is
it
to raise a spiritual doubt in the mind of any student
inhuman
us
not
hold
the
is
cruel
lord
will
is
it
it

guiltless

returning to the brigham young to karl

G

maeser statement

elder clark emphasized the difference between a great teacher

and a

poor teacher when he stated
hope 1I may have said something that will suggest
1I am sure from what he said afterwhat he might have meant
wards that he meant that we must store our minds with those
things
thip
thib qs and then when the time comes if we have lived as
we should
be available to us
will
that will make the
willbe
great teacher and the poor teacher
the greab
difference between thegreat
1I

itwillbe
it

in his final counsel to the audience and especially to the
teachers elder clark gave further instructions concerning orthodoxy
in teaching

when he remarked

whatever you do brothers and sisters do not sow sel
spiritual
ritual
sni
sei
sniritual
you have no right to
ya
doubts into the minds of your
y2 ur students
do it
the parents of the students who send their children
here dont expect it if you have any ideas that are not
orthodox keep them to yourselves
dont try
t to indoctrinate
your students with anything but the well established well
recognized
recqc
gospel1
recicj11i zed truths of the gos

a

concluding his counsel elder mark
clark
dark emphasized that those

who

are charged with the responsibility of instructing students at
brigham young university

A

great work to accomplish

prayers
drayers you have
stated in the opening prayer
1I do not believe that any of us knows just

As was

work

have

he said

great
how great
a
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no man knows how
so be careful
sobe

far

utterance of his

or spread
dont scatter them your teachings under
he real truths
loose hand unless they be fthe
fhe
an

may grow

in asking the blessings of the lord to attend the teachers
and help them reach the

mark chalm
chale
chalhearts of their students elder clark
dark

lenged the teachers to teach

their

their students

how

to work and

fill

so the lord would have something good to work with in

minds

their future

he challenged

must work and store their
teach the students that they
tha
minds with knowledge if they shall expect the lord to he
help
hele
heie
them in the future
teach them so that the lord will have
something to work on notjust
not just
dust a blank mind

conclusions

REGARDING THE ADVICE
AND COUNSEL GIVEN

god

1

knowledge

is the source of all

knowledge

and he imparts

that

to us according to our needs and in accordance with his

desire for us in direct proportion to our worthiness to receive this
knowledge
2

each teacher is responsible to teach by the

to teach by this spirit each teacher must

filling his
field

mind with

all the

which he can obtain

leaching
per beaching
beaching
teaching methods

when

knowledge

then he
thenhe
thence

first

prepare himself by

the truths of his particular

the acquiring of this knowledge and these

according to the standards of the gospel

and the teacher

poor teacher

is living

then the teacher is entitled

to the influence of the holy ghost which will bring
and

god

must learn the techniques of pro-

teaching methods have been accomplished

remembrance

spirit of

that is the difference between

all things to his

a great teacher and a
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direct revelation

3

comes

to

man

at special or critical

purposes such as the
times and for very special and specific purposessuch

vision of the prophet joseph smith

at

may come

especially

the other hand inspiration

when one

is seeking to

overcome

temptations
towardtemptations
or tendencies toward

problems
4

truth

any time

on

first

teaching
teachers are charged with the responsibility of ofteaching

and each teacher

the minds of students

is challenged to refrain

ng doubt in
sowing
from sowl

each teacher has the added responsibility of

recognized truths of the
wellrecognized
teaching only the well established well
gospel of jesus

christ

chapter

5

BUILD A SIMPLE FAITH

THE SETTING

this speech

was

delivered to the combined faculty staff and

administration of brigham young university on september
the speech

was

19

1956

delivered in the joseph smith building

auditorium to the combined audience

who were convened

for the annual

pre
preschool
school faculty conference
during the four years since the

last

speech there were

several significant events which are here described to set the stage

for this particular speech
in the mid 1950s the growth of brigham young university

was

rapid and brought about a need for construction of student housing and
classroom

in

ffeit
felt
elt
eit

facilities
1951

which was unprecedented in the

relief
of oftrustees
trustees to see the university ffinally

an incident happened which exemplified the

by members of

the board

growing and achieving the measure of

desired for so

schools history

many

its creation

which they had so

frustrating years
frustratingyears

on 28 june 1951

the board of trustees authorized the
toeboard
theboard
organization of the college of family living and approved the
preparation of plans for a new building
to cost
2400000 more than any other single structure on campus
elder john A widstoe a member of the quorum of twelve apostles
of the LDS church and a member of the board of trustees was
not present at the meeting butknowing
but knowing of his great interest
in the project president wilkinson visited the ailing leader
at his home immediately after the board meeting af
ter
after
55

56

hearing this cheering news

the former member of the executive
longtime
committee and long
time friend and supporter of BYU was all
and he exclaimed
godthe
smiles
thank god
the BYU has at last
1
come into its own
widstoe died less than two weeks later
the rapid increase in the student population and the increased

demand

for housing facilities caused a complete revamping of school

administrative responsibilities relating to the dean of students and
his work with student housing
because of the complexity of the expanding housing system
the administration of student housing was transferred from
the dean of students to a new director of housing the dean
of students could not effectively handle the administration of2
a large housing system along with his other responsibilities

student housing
growth
an

by

the

summer

was only a

part of

a

larger program of

campus

of 1953 the school stood at the threshold of
y

astonishing academic building program that continued throughout the

wilkinson administration

3

during this same period of time there was an increase in the
growth of the

LDS

also several

church

excommunicated from the church

members

of the church were

for starting a church of their

and

own

advocating the return of and practice of polygamy
on 21 september

1955

three

members

of the lebaron family

organized a church which they called the church of the firstborn of

the fulness
falness of times and submitted their articles of incorporation to
the state of utah through the office of the secretary of state

4

1ernest
bernest
brigham young university the first 100
ernest L wilkinson bri
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some

of the doctrines which this group taught and professed to

other people involved such things as a dispute over the proper leadership within the

LDS

church the presiding authority of their group

versus the presiding authority of the
mentioned

practice of

muni
munication
cation

of these

knowing of

polygamy

0

LDS

church

excom-

5

the interest and concern of J reuben clark

over these current matters

president david

church and the previously

all these resulting in the

the

men from

LDS

mckay

and

jr

his concern also for the university

suggested to president wilkinson that elder

preschool
school conference
clark be contacted to speak at the upcoming pre
SUMMARY

OF THE SPEECH

in his introduction to the audience elder clark explained

that his speaking assignment was not of his own choosing but came as
a request of president wilkinson at the suggestion of president
david 0 mckay president of the LDS church and chairman of the board
of trustees of brigham young university

request elder clark declared

concerning president mckays

the presidents suggestion and

desire is the law so im here
explaining that he had no intention of preaching a sermon

elder clark

made a

rather interesting statement regarding the

tance of brigham young university

impor-

when he remarked

regard and have said frequently that you are
operating the greatest school in the world the most important
sc
schjolin
school
in the world to become even greater and more important
schoolin
hoolin
as time goes on no other great sc
school
hooi in the world is charged
hool
with
the responsibilities with which you are charged
withthe
1I

5

ap 4416
16
richards pp
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paraphrasing

some

preliminary matters elder mark
clark
dark quoted

from the indenture with which brigham young founded

the brigham young

and
regarding text ana
reference books to be used at the school
andreference

academy

he quoted

the old and new testaments the book of mormon and
the doctrine and covenants shall be the standard textbooks
and shall be read and their doctrines inculcated in the

and further no book shall be used that therein
misrepresents or speaks lightly of the divine mission of our

academy

joseph
Josep hSmith
smith or in any manner
savior or the prophet josephsmith
advances ideas antagonistic to the principles of the gospel
and then

elder clark
dark added and declared rather succinctly

those are the sealing orders of this institution
recognizing to the audience that he serves in two capacities
as he speaks to them elder mark
clark
dark described

this unique situation

the second counselor in the first presidency of
two 1I am second vicepresident
the church
vice president of this
my duties divide themselves into two parts
institution
religious and secular
one

1I am

suggesting to the audience that they too have a dual role

clark
elder mark
dark explained that they are
which

is the

first

most important element of

their situation

are members of the faculty of the university

primarily to the faculty

members

members of

ch
church
the ch
and then they

addressing himself

in regard to their personal conduct

he
declared
hedeclared
redeclared

of the church you and 1I conceive under the
your standing in the church
jurisdiction of the church
your acts as
misjudged
isjudged
is judged by what you do as an individual
an individual tie in very closely
with your conduct as
member of the faculty
a amember
azember
should be so unfortunate as
if you shouldbe
run counter to the principles and doctrines which govern
to
torun
you as a churchmember
church member you would be considered and handled
As a member

by church

officers

and church

tribunals

regarding the relationship of the school to any infractions
by an

individual faculty

member

and concerning a problem which had
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concerning
concrning
surfaced a number of months earlier co
ncrning the emergence of the

faction of excommunicated

polygamous

members

of the

LDS

church elder

mark
clark
dark very emphatically declared
whether you were also
aiso handled by your school authorities
alsohandled
would be a matter for them to determine
however if some
mention this because it is
of you teachers for example I tmention
rather well known were to begin to advocate and attempt to
gamy the church would be after you
polygamy
practice this new poly
youda
youd bee handled in the matter being proved on
pretty fast youdb
you and youd be excommunicated from the church
1I suppose
under those circumstances that your school would also act so
you would come under the discipline of both jurisdictions
1

concerning any other false doctrine which might be taught at
the school by any of the faculty members and its relationship to
church membership elder clark
mark
dark emphasized

if

you taught any false doctrine that was less fantastic
than that the new polygamy you might then be tried and
brought to task by your church officers so that your church
standing is a matter that is not to be in the jurisdiction of

the school

declaring that the president of the church

makes

the final

decision on whether doctrine is true or false elder clark
mark stated
dark

is a false
would be deterdoctrine sufficient to require action
mined of course whether the doctrine were false or true
ay
through
1y the president of the church who is the sole source ahr
by
thr
which the lord makes known his will to his people
speaking specifically to the teachers of religion concerning
whether any doctrine that you might teach

their preparation

and knowledge of the gospel

every
ea

elder mark
clark
dark remarked

or woman who has to teach religion
e
should aim to be as thoroughly pprepared
reared in his religious
leared
subjects and in his religious work as he is in his secular
1I feel that he should know the gos
work
gospel1
10

0

ae
1e

commenting

man

that the principles of our religion are

uggetti

ng
profound and ssuggesting
uggesti

deep and

that these principles will stand all of the

thought and rightful speculation that the best of us can give them
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clark
elder mark
dark emphasized

right or

wrong

how

each person can determine whether they are

in their speculation

when he

said

the only thing
that 1I have to watch and that you
have to watch is this after you have thought and after you
have speculated remember that so far as the church and its
doctrines are concerned it is your thought and your speculayou
might be right but you could be wrong and whether
tion
you are right or wrong depends upon the revelations which
the
whichthe
the lord may give on the subject
whichth0
lord has given and which
mou
matter concerning what you
lou have thought and speculated and
given
clearly undersiven anything that can be cl
if he has not yet my
your
your
thought
duty
duty
du
hold
thou t
to
ty
stood
is
is
it
it
cu
and your sspeculation
culation
celation
lation to yourself not to teach them to others

ealy

indicating that the discussing of these personal ideas with
those

who

understand that one is discussing or thinking about these

sometimes called mysteries

is

one

thing however to teach them as

mark
doctrine is quite another as elder clark
dark precisely declared
may
1I

not and you

may

not teach them as doctrine

but 1I

brothers and sisters

very
reant ve
rtant
think this is very important

referring to the history of the

LDS

church since the restoration

of the gospel and remarking that the enemies of the church have

consistently exploited the unwise things that have happened to

and

within the church elder mark
clark
dark remarked

there never has been as far as 1I know any church
in the history of the world organized under conditions that
ours we began with publicity and the press
are similar to ourso
from the time of joseph smith until now our enemies have
gone over the records great parts of which have been published
our enemies have usual
seen
usually
to it that the unwise things
ly semento
seento
thl I
thi
perhaps the wrong
wrongthings
things which on occasions we have tried to
do have been fully fx
exploited
ploit ed
regardless of this history of sensationalism and bad press
0

1

and

after all the

enemies of the church have been able to do

mark
clark
dark declared with assuredness

we

are

still

gider
eider
elder

clinging to the
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great fundamental truths which through inspiration of the lord
smith proclaimed to us
joseph smithl

stating that
dr james

E

always been impressed by the
he had alwaysbeen

ability of

talmage to use his knowledge and powers of analysis in

support of the doctrines of the church elder clarkremarked
Clark
mark
dark remarked
dr james

scientist

talmage had a reputation as a

E

always used the maximum of his ability his powers of
argumentation his powers of analysis in order to bring to
he

the support of the doctrines of the church
facts of science of which he had any knowledge

recalling

a

all the

scientific statement attributed to the prophet

joseph smith concerning the world and the earth elder clark
mark stated
dark

the prophet joseph smith was reported to have said the
world and the earth are not synonymous terms
the world
is the human family this earth was organized or formed out
of other planets which were broken up and remodeled and made
into the one on which we live
that was in 1841

referring to

application of the foregoing

day
a modern
modernday

statement and concerning science and religion which he claimed he
was not going

to speak about eider
clark
elder mark
dark remarked

in reading the convention
speech made by a mr hoover to note that hesaid
he said
sald this
these truths came into the universe along with the shooting
1I don
much he
worlds are made
buchhe
whichworlds
stars of which
it know how muchhe
dont
knows about science but
the same idea
1I was

interested

when

its

mentioning other examples of this same type of information
and

recalling that elder james

were never

im
more

E

written as a textbook

not sure

it

may

well find that

be

talmage had said
on

that the scriptures

Clark
science elder clarkresponded
dark responded

get farther along
weget
beget
when we
that when

and know

they are more than that

continuing in this vein of scientific information and discussug gested age of the earth and age determining processes
ing the ssuggested

elder mark
clark
dark stated

1

I have a feeling that the lord has revealed
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to us

more about

scriptures than

particularly astronomy
science but butparticularly

we

in the

appreciate

discussing the need for education and

how

and the reading of good books are mentioned in the

often education

scriptures elder

clark said
been struck recently with how frequently the
lord in modern revelation speaks of education of reading
meanss
good books of knowledge
wondered if thatmean
that mean
ive
1I have often wondered
a knowledge of all that is known
what
were going to do about that word knowledge
whatwere
whatwere
now 1I have

concerning the knowledge

we

need

achieving salvation and

emphasizing the importance of a testimony of the gospel of jesus

christ elder clark
dark

remarked

that it cannot mean that so far as
this earth is concerned that every man and every woman must
know all there is to know like the physical sciences
1I have an abi
abiding
abl
chave
if that were true none could be saved but ihave
1I have a feel
we must know the gospel
feeling
wemust
faith that it means wemusa
knowledge
knowledqe of the gospel is a knowl
that central to that knowledge
and a testimony of jesus christ
referring to the necessity of having an abiding testimony of
1I

have a conviction

the divine mission of jesus christ and declaring that the students
must understand the simple

principles of the gospel elder clark
dark

stated

this 1I take it is the responsibility of you brethren and
zour
sisters teachers who teach in this school it is your
duty to see that your students understand the gospel the
simpie
simple
principles
21 es of it
simie
siwie princi
challenging the audience with their responsibility as educators

and emphasizing

the purpose of brigham young university elder

clarkpurposefully
clark purposefully remarked
no

student should leave this school

who does not notunderstand
understand
about how to live
that

the ggospel doesnt know something
it
and thatt is pprimarily
the purpose of
imarqy
E
anatha
is your
lour responsibility andtha
organizing this great
areat institution
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elder mark
clark
dark indicated that the gospel should be taught along
with secular subjects
have

their free

and emphasized

agency and exercise

to believe they should
and not

taught to doubt
1I

take

it

but to build faith
the better the more

salvation

still

that

it

be taught

even thoughyoungpeople
though young people

in believing what they wish

to build a simple faith

he said

it is

your duty not to build doubt
yourduty
and the simpler the faith the stronger
enduring it is the more it leads towards

that

expressing an anxiety that the youth of the church be taught
recallingan
an incident concerning a teacher
recalling
the true gospel and recai
recal lingan
was

who

not orthodox which he also mentioned in his 1952 address to this
Clark
mark
elder clarkrecalled
dark recalled

same audience

remember years ago hearing of some teacher who was called
to task for teaching false doctrines and his reply was well
1I made them think
thinking in terms of doubt does not
does not build up the spirituality
increase testimony
1I

of youth

teach the

it
things
thing
c

destroy
not
will
th
chatwill
that
thatwill
atwill

recounting an incident concerning abraham lincoln reading the

bible and of

how mr

lincoln had
lincolnhad

commented

that

what he

couldnt

understand he would take on faith elder mark
clark
dark quickly responded

think that is a wonderful sentiment applicable
scrij2ture
to each and all of us read the gospel read
the scriptures
readthe
and what you cannot understand take
read all you
xou can
1I

on

faith
ng his remarks
closing
closi

ng a
seeking
and geeki
seeki

that their understanding would be quickened
lle
he said
the gospel in its simplicity lie

blessing upon the audience
and

that they

would teach

blessings enlighten your minds quicken
you to comprehend the gospel
gospelin
enable youto
in
bouto
come
who
to
under
those
its simplicity and then so teach aitto
it
itto
your care
may god give you
your yourunderstandings
understandings
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bearing witness of the
divine nature of jesus christ of his
thedivine

reality of his resurrection further testifying of
living prophet and bearing witness of the reality of god elder

and the
death
deathand
leathand
deathand

a

clark concluded

also bear witness joseph smith was a prophet of god
that those who have succeeded him are prophets of god down
to and including david 0 mckay that it is our duty not only
but our high privilege to follow their directions their instrucurge you to increase your
and
andurge
tions their teachings
so that finally we may be saved and exalted
testimonies
in his gods presence
1I

W

conclusions

REGARDING THE ADVICE
AND COUNSEL GIVEN

brigham young university

1

is the

most important school in

the world to become even greater and more important as time goes on
because no other great school
which

is charged with the responsibilities

this school has received
no books

2

shall be used in this university which

mis-

represents or makes light of thedivine
the divine mission of the savior jesus

christ or the prophet joseph smith or in
are antagonistic to gospel principles
being a

3

member

of the

LDS

that

any way advances ideas

church

is the

most important

element in the lives of faculty members of brigham young university

being a faculty

whereas

is secondary in importance
the president of the LDS church is the one person

4

member

who

to be true or
speaks for the whole church and declares doctrines tobe

false
mind and

is the sole source through which the lord makes
to the members of the church his people
will
willbo
willto

he

known

his

65
5

every person whoteaches
who teaches religion at brigham young

and knowledge of the reality of
university
universityshould
should have a testimony andknowledge

jesus christ andbe
and be as thoroughly prepared to teachreligion
teach religion as he
anabe
should be to teach any other subject

thinking and speculating about

matters wwithin
athin
ithin the gospel which might be considered to be mysteries
or on which the scriptures are not clear or upon which there is no

teachers
andteachers
revelation is dangerous ground and

may

not present their

ideas and speculations to their students as doctrine

it

6

teachers at
is the duty of ofteachers

brigham young university

to see that their students understand the basic principles of the
gospel of jesus

christ

and

their responsibility to build in their

students a strong simple enduring faith in jesus christ and in the

restoration of the gospel
the one situation which has a long range implication is

7

that of unorthodoxy

and refusing to abide by the suggestions of the

leaders of the church and school to return to the orthodox teachings
of the church
ative

is

the end result of remaining unorthodox and uncooper-

excommunication from the church

university

and loss ofjob
of job

at the

chapter
conclusions

this is
thisis

AND

6

evaluation

a study of the speaking of

J reuben clark

jr

as

he delivered three speeches to topersuade
persuade the administration faculty
young
brigham
and
handstaff
of
andstaff
staff

and perceive
university to listen for andperceive

certain issues which he considered not only important but vital at
the time
the purpose of this evaluation is to attempt to extract the
most
by

significant goals

and charges given

to the three audiences

elder mark
clark
dark and evaluate the implications and the implementation

of these goals and charges
GENERAL

be

conclusions

after carefully analyzing the three speeches there appear to
four significant ideas or charges that are presented in all three

of the speeches
young
brigham
requisite
each
of
at
teacher
first
university is to have a firm testimony of the reality and mission of
1

the

the savior jesus christ and of the reality of the

first

vision of

the prophet joseph smith and the restoration of the gospel
testimony would include
testimonywould

all the doctrines

this

which flow from these two

basic tenets of the church
2

in conjunction with

a testimony

each teacher

is charged

with the responsibility
of being well prepared to teach in his
P
66
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particular field not only
onlyin
in the content of his subject matter but
also in the proper teaching techniques and methods

it

was

suggested that when teachers are properly prepared and

are living according to gospel standards they are then entitled to

the inspiration of the holy ghost to assist their teaching and this
combination

between a great teacher and a poor

is the difference

teacher in the church school system
the purpose ofhaving
of having church schools is to teach the

3

all

gospel of jesus christ

teachers are charged with the respons-

ibility and duty of teaching the truths of the restored gospel and of
building in their students a simple faith based upon the basic

principles of the gospel

the teachers were further charged with the

explicit instruction that
own

peculiar philosophies

teachers were not to teach their

a
b

teachers were not to modify or change

the doctrines as they were contained in the standard works of the
c

church
4

teachers were not to teach the philosophies of the world

university were charged
char ged with the
teachers at the universitywere

responsibility of teaching true doctrine

those teachers

false doctrine or doctrine opposing the church or
converted themselves

who

who

taught

not being

sought to turn away either students or adults

from the ways they should follow

would be excommunicated from

the

church

undoubtedly

one reason for

doctrine and orthodox teachings

this strong

came about as a

emphasis on

result of

correct

a number of

who receiving their scholastic and academic degrees from
teachers
swhol
teadher
teathersahol

some

of the great schools of the united states

came back

to

BYU
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and proceeded to
sounded good

indoctrinate their students with philosophies that

but simply were not true

another reason especially in the 1956 speech

was

the

emergence of the polygamous ffaction
action of excommunicated members of the

church and the desire of the

this unauthorized

LDS

church authorities to quickly dispel

and apostate view of gospel

principles

each of the speeches seemed to have a personality peculiar to

it

the time

was

delivered and there were ideas which appeared in only

one speech and had

in the

little

carryover
over to the other speeches
or no carry
there were

1938 speech

some

revolutionary ideas and

charges to the university and the church
school system however
churchschool
were two ideas

that did not

there

have any carry over to the other speeches

the educators of the church had passed the place where

1

they could continue to talk in ambiguous words and veiled phrases
they must say plainly what they meant because the future of the youth

of the church and the welfare of the whole church were at stake

since teaching the gospel is the most important function

2

of the church school system then the gospel should be taught prop-

erly

&

if

the gospel could not be taught properly because of the

failure of the relatively

new

released time seminar program then

the church would be faced with the abandonment of the seminaries and

institutes of religion

and the

return to church colleges

and

academies

the

latter idea

never materialized because of the success of

program and the increased emphasis on
seminaryprogram
released
the rele
reie ased time seminary

quality teacher preparation
qualityteacher
church educational system

and the curriculum development

in the
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1952 speech

in the
to the speech
by

however

there were

two

were peculiar
ideas that
thatwere
thatwere

bec
because
aulse of the apparent lack of preparation

the speaker these ideas seem to apply to

many

situations rather

than to this pre school conference

the central theme of the speech

to teach with the spirit of

certainly applicable to the

god

was

audience and could have been developed to include the university needs

especially at this critical juncture

when a new

president had
been
hadbeen

chosen and other pressing problems warranted some more specific

direction

however

these two ideas were peculiar to the speech and

did not carry over to the other speeches
god

1

is the source of all

knowledge

and every

artist

scientist machinist etc has received his knowledge from this
supreme being however credit has been given to man for the great
discoveries

direct revelation 1isS given to man at very critical and
specific times and for very special purposes the illustrations of
2

the

firstvision
first vision

of the prophet joseph smith and the appearance of

iRple were two of several illustrations
teimpie
temple
tempie
the savior in the kirtland Te

this direct revelation
and perhaps criticism of this speech
in analysis andperhaps

used as examples of

cause of the pressure of time upon the speaker
was more

it

seemed

and be-

that this

of a potpourri of recollections and experiences which elder

puli from his vast reservoir rather than
clarkcouldpull
dark could pull
preparation to instruct this audience

inthe

1956 speech

to this particular
rothis
tothis

time and

a adeliberate
deliberate

are pecullar
peculiar
there are four ideas that arepeculiar

situation

1

brigham young university

1

is the

become even greater because
the world to
tobecome

been charged with the
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most important school in
no

other great school has

which this school has
responsibilities with
withwhich

been charged

texts at the university shall not misrepresent or speak lightly of the divine mission of jesus christ or of
2

books used as

joseph smith or in any manner advance ideas antagonistic to the

principles of the gospel
3

at

adultly
the most important element in the lives of fadulty
adulty
f

brigham young university

being a faculty

whereas
4

is being

a member of the

LDS

members

church

is secondary in importance

member

the one authority on doctrines of the church is the

president of the church

when a

question regarding the truth or

falsehood of a doctrine arises and a decision cannot be found in the

scriptures then the presidents decision is the final authority
in conclusion the final test of any communication
be whether or not

it

has caused something to happen or

communication was received

points that
threepoints
three
1

have

to be

to

the

this writer has been concerned about
rather important to this study

effect did the advice

and counsel from the speeches

at the time
2

still

what

seem

if

seems

does the counsel and advice

given in these three speeches

apply to brigham young university
3

has the counsel and advice given in these three speeches

been reinforced periodically

during a search of the

instruction after this thesis

or has

it

been discarded

files in the library of religious
was

in the process of completion this
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writer discovered a document which tells explicitly what the church
board of education expects of brigham young university

this

written four years after the

document

this study reaffirms that speech

first

speech in

and develops the key concepts from

that address into a set of standards that are applicable to the
university and the entire church school system
during this

1942 period of time
1938
19381942

thegeneral
the general church board of education
composed

the composition of

changed and became a body

quorum of twelve
ofgeneral
of general authorities including the quorumof

apostles with the

first

presidency of the church in the key leader-

ship roles

it

appears that when J reuben clark

jr

gave the landmark

aspen grove speech of 1938
a

that the ideas were then formulating for
definitive set of standards for the entire church educational

program

following the 1938 speech and while elder mark
clark
dark was a
counselor in the

first

presidency of the church the board of

education jointly determined the standards and goals which would
apply to brigham young university

following the establishment of these goals and standards

there appears to have been an immediate impact

upon

of the entire system of church
related education
churchrelated

elder mark
clark
dark

made such

that his proposals

the standards

it

appears that

significant contributions to these decisions

and recommendations have had a

lasting effect

upon

ch
school system to this day as evidenced by the document
church
chur
the chue
chschool

that follows
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it

will be observed

by

the reader in the following document

that each of the standards goals

and charges

in the 1938 address by
byjJ reuben clark

jr

listed also appeared

to the employees of the

church school system

written in
way

1942

the following document seems to prepare the

for the instructions included in the 1952 and 1956 speeches and

is here included in its entirety
JUNE 5aj
5j

A

1942

statement of principles affecting the church school system

based on communications from the

first

presidency of the church to the

general board of education and the board of trustees of brigham young

university
the general board desires that no teacher shall be
employed or retained in the service who does not have a firm
testimony of the truth of the restored gospel as taught in
the standard works of
the church this testimony would inodthe
ofthe
clude among other things a testimony of the personality of
god the messiahship of jesus christ as the only begotten
ng to the fflesh
according
of the father accordi
lesh the existence of
iesh
the divinity of the mission of
functions of the holy ghost thedivinity
joseph smith with the reality of the first vision the
restoration of the priesthood and the continuing divine
authority of the leaders of the church every teacher should
have a knowledge of the approved doctrines pertaining to the
fall the atonement the antemortal existence the resurpost mortal existence eternal progression
rection and the postmortal
and the fundamental principles of faith repentance baptism
by immersion and the laying on of hands for the reception
of the holy ghost
every teacher must believe in and pay his tithing
2
keep the word of wisdom be loyal to church authority and
be aactive
ilfe the
lifethe
ctive in church work he must reflect in his life
lilethe
influence of the fundamental precepts and standards of the
ond thereby establish a character for integrity
church and
personal honor chastity and other christian virtues
3
every
important
that
also
teacher shall be
is
it
able to teach the gospel to youth in a manner carrying
conviction he must be a converted teacher of the gospel
1
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A

variance of views on theological questions upon

established interpretation is
recognized but the teacher is not to air nor teach unapproved
views to his students
he must teachthe
teach the gospel as it is set
out in the standard works of
the church and as officially
odthe
ofthe
interpreted by its authority
5
scholarship and training in teaching methods
secular scholarshipand
may contribute to efficiency in teaching the gospel but they
alone are not sufficient and indeed they are not the most
important the essential things to teaching the gospel are
agrapha regarding
agraphs
paragraphs
those already covered in the preceding par
emb
a knowledge and testimony of the gospel wi
embraces
races
with
at amb
th all th
that
be
mustbe
mastbe
secular scholarship and training in teaching methods must
considered in conjunction with such factors as hereinbefore
set forth in reaching a conclusion to use or not to use any
system
given person in the teaching staff
the
of
f
staf
6
As to secular fields of learning covered in the
college and university curriculums secular scholarship
therein is of great importance and those employed in the
college and university should possess it to the maximum
extent obtainable yet such scholarship is for teachers in
the final test for in addition to
these institutions not
noethe
notthe
this scholarship every teacher must be possessed of the
spiritual qualifications named above
7
the courses of study for students of the church school
system religious and secular
shail
shali
shall be so presented as to
secularshall
build faith and to lead the students to live in accordance
with gospel principles no course should be given in such
a way as would tend to sow seeds of doubt 0orr to destroy
faith in the restored gospel the essential thing in the
teaching of all subjects is the nurturing of faith and as
n
with
accordance
stated the leading of students to live in
i
gospel standards
which the church has no

i

this

document has been

reprinted

a number of times

and

according to hollis scott the university archivist has been reaffirmed on several occasions as

still

being the policy of the general

board of education for the university

there appears to be a direct relationship between the
1942 document
speech the 1942document

re
emphasized
ideas are reemphasized

and

the

1956 speech where many

1938

of the

same

after arriving at the conclusions listed

earlier in this chapter and then discovering the previously mentioned
document it seems to solidify and reaffirm the general conclusion
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that J reuben clark

jr

had a great influence upon the educational

processes of the
he church school system and also reaffirms the other
conclusions in this study
concerning the charge that those

who were

unorthodox in

their

doctrinal teachings or were teaching false doctrine would be
excommunicated from the church

through and discover

from

it

was

rather interesting to follow

each decade
several interviews that during eachdecade

since the special committee hearing of 1911 there have been a number
of individuals

who

have been excommunicated because of incidents

associated with or directly involving the teaching of false doctrine

all

records regarding these matters of false doctrine or

the censuring of faculty members are kept in a confidential

file

in the office of the president of the university and are open only

to the president the executive committee of the university and the
board of

trustees

chapter
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SUMMARY

there have been a number of writers

political ideas

and writings of

who have examined

jr

clark
J reuben mark
dark

the

but few have

written concerning his speaking about his regard and concern for
education within the confines of the church setting

this study has attempted to provide

an

analysis of the

range implications of three speeches delivered by
longrange
immediate and long

jr

clark
J reuben mark
dark

at

preschool
during the annual pre
school faculty conferences

brigham young university on

1952

and

september 19

3

1

and charges which

each speech to the administration
young

8

1938

2

september 9

1956

the purpose of this study

specific goals

august

was

to attempt to analyze the

J reuben mark
clark
dark
faculty

and

jr

gave during

staff at

brigham

university study the effect and evaluate the implications and

implementations of these goals and charges

the problem revolved around the reasons for delivering cer-

tain speeches the setting of the particular speeches the historical
and
the academic environment for each speech and the specific advice
andthe
and counsel given
one

significant finding of this study is that the church

is to

school system

be manned only by those individuals who have a

maev
abing determination to maintain an active testimony of
strong undeviating
mdev 1 ating
i

a living savior

of the restored gospel and of a living functioning
75
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prophet of god and
and technique

who

are determined to be prepared in both content

within their special fields of teaching

pastr
past but
this declaration has not only been enforced in the pasty
will continue to be the policy
policyof
of thegeneral
the general church board of
education

another significant finding

clark

jr

made when
he
whenhe
whethe

the statement that J reuben

said that brigham young university

most important school in the world
no

was

was

the

to become even greater because
tobecome

other great school had been given the responsibilities that this

school had been given
one of the

responsibilities of brigham

young

university is to

maintain a balance of the spiritual or religious education with the
or secular education that will set the students apart from

academic

the world and indeed set them as a peculiar people in the world

the final significant finding of this study is that the advice
and counsel given by

faculty of brigham
and has become

J reuben clark

young

jr

to the administration and

university has been followed and reaffirmed

the standard

by which

the administration and faculty

of the university shall maintain their quest toward excellence in
education

this finding
document

has been affirmed by the discovery of the 1942

of the general church board of education and the statement of

university archivist to the effect that these
hollis scott the universityarchivist
standards and goals are currently in effect at brigham young

university

it

tary to robert

was
K

also verified during an interview with the secre-

thomas

an

assistant to the president of the
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still

university that thehonor
the honor code mentioned in this thesis is
theeonor
binding upon the studentbodyof
studentbody
student body of the university

this study has been extremely interesting
read this thesis

the author that those

who

measure of the impact

that J reuben clark
dark

development of the

LDS

may be

jr

and

it is

hoped by

able to sense

some

has had upon the

church school system and upon the successful

development of the brigham young university
recommendations

since J reuben mark
clark
dark

FOR FURTHER STUDY

jr

was such a

prolific writer

speaker the area of further study is almost limitless in

there could be studies

its

and

scope

limited to his writing or the

made

organization and content of his articles and writings

there could be studies

made

concerning his style of speaking

or his speech organization

since

isolated

many

of his speeches have been recorded they could be

and studied to determine

tive his speaking ability
there are

many

was

or

his manner of delivery
how

persuasive he

different occasions

when he

mark
J reuben clarki
dark

jr

delivered

to various national organizations
importance

LDS

effec-

was as a speaker

delivered speeches

to other groups including other occasions at brigham
and the general conferences of the
andthe

how

young

university

church
some very

important addresses

and conferences of

international

or
be studied for content or delivery pr
couldve
couldbe
these could

effectiveness or contribution to national or international relations
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these are but a
creativityof of others
creativity

field of

few

would

communications

suggestions for further study and the

certainly broaden the contributions to the

APPENDIX 1

salt lake city

february

11

utah

1911

president joseph F smith and
members of the board of trustees of the
brigham young university
provo

city utah

dear brethren
a committee appointed by the general church board of
education to investigate complaints made in a report by the general
we

superintendent H H cummings concerning certain theological
universo
teachings of some of the pr
he B Y univers
professors
sars in tthe
university
ofes sors
ity and their
ofessars
effects upon the students there in accordance with instructions from
the said board submit to you our findings as follows
have met professors henry peterson joseph peterson and
ralph chamberlain and listened to their statements concerning each
item in the superintendents report and we find that the complaints
we

in said report are substantially correct

copy of that report and recommend that in
view of the investigation which has been held that the services of
those three teachers in the B Y university be dispensed with unless
they change their teachings to conform to the decisions and instructions of the board of trustees of the brigham young university and
ch board of education
church
the general chur
we

send with

this a

respectfully
your brethren

signed

francis M lyman
heber J grant
hyrum

M

chas

W

geo

smith
penrose

richards
anthony W ivins
george H brimhall
F

ace
hox
horace
hor
ENC
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general superintendent cummi
ngs report which explained the
cummings
prece
proceeding
edi
edl ng le
ater
preceedi
tter was also read that report follows
ietter
letter
january 21 1911

president joseph

and members of the
smith andmembers
general church board of education
F

dear brethren
according to your request 1I herewith present for your consideration a written report of my recent visit to the B Y university
provo and the impressions made upon my mind concerning the nature
and effect of certain theological instructions given mostly by the
college professors in that school
spent about nine days there between november 28 and
december 10 and conversed with the presidency of the school many
of the teachers and as many of the college students as 1I had
ed with a number of leading
opportunity of meeting 1I also convers
conversed
provo
ab
out this feature of the schools work and
about
of
citizens
endeavored conscientiously to find out the real condition of the
school in this respect and the following are some of the points of
information gained there
1I

about two years ago when some of the most radical changes
in theological views were fi
distu r
disturrst introduced it caused great bistu
first
bance in the minds of both the pupils and the old style teachers
there but many have gradually adjusted their views to the new
thought and feel that they have gained much by the change many
of the teachers and students are unable to accept them however
through practically all the college students whom 1I met except one
were most zealous in defending and
or two returned missionaries weremost
propagating the new views
1

theological
opinion
unanimous
the
in
that
interest
it
work had never been more universal or more intense in school than it
is now these classes are gladly attended and none seem to shirk the
2

was

work

all express firm faith in the living oracles
4
all believe in tithing missionary work and the ordido their duty
nances odthe
of the gospel and appear to be determined to
todo
ofthe
ephings
ethings
ings
things
in these
theseth
5
1I discovered no spirit of contention or bitterness
3

their differences

seemed

to be

good

natured

still

there is a
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pronounced difference of opinion among both students and teachers
upon many important points of doctrine and belief

of the matters which impressed
be enumerated as follows
some

me

most unfavorably may

called higher
several of the teachers follow the so
socalled
criticism in their theological work and use dr lyman abbots
writings as authority
1

the bible is treated as a collection of myths folklore
dramas literary productions and some inspiration
its miracles are
but mostly fables or accounts of natural events recorded by simple
people who injected the miraculous element into them as most ignorant
people do when things strange to them occur A few concrete
2

will illustrate this view
a
the flood was only a local inundation of unusual extent
b
the confusion of tongues came about by scattering of the
families descended from noah when
when they became too numerous 0off the
valley they originally occupied after a generation or two having
no written language their speech changed each tribes in a different
nge
way
change
ra culous in the cha
miraculous
there 1iss nothing sudden or mi
c
the winds blew the waters of the red sea back until the
israelites waded across but subsided in time to let the waters drown
pharoah while a land slide stopped the river jordan long enough
for them to cross it
d
christs temptation is only an allegory of what takes
place in each of our souls there is no personal devil to tempt us
john the revelator was not translated he died in the
e
examples

year
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the theory of evolution is treated as a demonstrated law
their applications of it to gospel truths give rise to many curious
conflicting explanations of scripture its relations to the fall
atonement and the resurrection are perhaps the most important
damaging to the faith of the students
3

and
and

the
and

philosophical ideas are often carried too far and result
partly the fault of
in wrong impressions as to doctrine this may be partlythe
the teacher in not making himself cleary
clear and partly of the pupil
jumping at the wrong conclusions or applications
for example
S
a
sin
in is the violation of a law resulting in pain or discomfort righteousness is pursuing a course that brings happiness
co
no intelligent
nsequences
int ellig ent being would sin if he knew its full consequences
knowle dge is sa
ignorance education or knowledge
salvation
hence sin is ignoranceeducation
ovation sinners
1vation
be pitied and enlightened rather than blamed and punished
should
shouldbe
knowledge
owie dge is
owle
ordinances may be helpful props to weak mortals but kn
the only essential
we should never agree
god never made two things alike
b
be seen
only by taking different views of a thing can its real truth
truthbe
truthie
4

intellig

are immoral since fixing the words fixes
the thought and prevents growth 1I was told that one teacher before
5

memory gems
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his class thanked god he could not repeat one of the articles of
faith and another took his children out of primary association
they were taught to memorize
because theywere
6

or reliable

all

the truths change as we change nothing is fixed
As we grow or change our attitude toward any truth

that truth changes

visions and revelations are mental suggestions the
n
objective reality of the presence of the father and the son in
i
joseph smiths first vision is questioned
7

i

to get the real truth in any vision or revelation modern
as well as anc
ancient
lent the mental and physical condition of the prophet
receiving it must be known after eliminating the personal equation
the remainder may be recognized as inspirational or divine
8

in thus robbing the scriptures both ancient and modern
of the greater portion of theirdivinity
their divinity and limiting the wonder
confining his operations o
of the great creator to the necessity of confininghis
the natural laws known to man 1I asked if it did not lower the
scriptures and weaken their influence upon their minds the reply
was that the scriptures and the gospel were more dear and more
account
unt being bro
broader
beautiful to them on that acco
in their application
broaderin
aderin
nevertheless it seemed to me that the line of the prophets and
righteous men of both the bible and the book of mormon whose reference to the miraculous deliverance of israel from egypt is recorded
as a special mark oftheir
of their divine approval cannot but be regarded
with pity for not knowing the science of our day which robs those
events of their wonder if not their divinity
9

0

line while these teachers extol the
living oracles it came to me from several sources that if their
teachings are to be investigated they will demand that the ones who
ning as themselves
do the investigating shall be men of the same leat
learning
none others could understand them anddo
and do them justice
andio
10

and in the same

the foregoing are only a few of the more important features
questionable teachings there that came to my notice but
of the thequestionable
enough to give a general idea of what 1I found
much of the work of
course was sound and unobjectionable and even many of the questionable new theories and explanations were not fixed there seemed to
be a struggle still going on between their new views and
their old
andtheir
ones and at times their words were full of light and at other times
and on the same subjects they wouldbe
would be full of darkness
wouldve
the
struggle that both teacher and pupil described to me as having taken
c e was very fierce and often robbed them of appetite and sleep
place
pia
pla
sleep
an unusual effect of getting added light on the gospe
gospel1 1I urged
but they replied that it was like the sorrow of the little child when
first told there is not any santa claus our early teachings have
been very satisfying and useful but untrue and as the childs real
parents are better than a santa claus so will the real new bible and
gospel be better than the old one
I1
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must be expressed in terms of
religion like science mastbe
mustbe
knowledg
knowledgee
knowled
faith now seems to be regarded with pity as a superstition
and is not a characteristic of the intellectually trained

provo
prove
as many as three stake presidents
to
visit
in one week have called upon me expressing alarm at the teachings
that come from the B Y university one of them said that when he
expostulated with the principal of their stake academy for teaching
university taught the
false doctrine his defense was that the B Y universitytaught
same
another president told me he did not want their present
year
1
p
an
apostate
as
a
he
costate
principal
another
ostate in his teachings and
principa
prin
is
cipa
drin
belief the third said he would not allow one of his children to
be under certain of the B Y university professors for anything
many parents of students there have also visited me and expressed
great fear for the faith of their children

since

my

student who will take his degree at the university of utah
erday
day for a position in the
next spring applied to me the otherday
oth
other
church schools
in our conversation he told me that one of his
professors well known as hostile to our church has read the articles
from the white and blue the B Y university school journal to his
cormons
Mormons anyway
classes and expressed great satisfaction that young mormons
are getting their eyes open on religious matters
aregetting
A

schools

1I

that being the superintendent of the church
complaints of this kind reach me than come to any of

presume
more

with
the other brethren and
andl1I may therefore be unduly impressed
andi
the danger which exists and needs to be remedied in our provo school
1I do not wish to magnify these conditions but cannot help feeling
deep anxiety that the soundness of doc
doctrine
triner the sweetness of spirit
and the general faithfulness that has from the beginning characternot diminish much less
ized the products of that school should
shouldnot
give way to error and disbelief

believe the presidency of the school feel exactly as 1I do
about this matter for 1I have talked about it with them many times
especially with president brimhall and president keeler
1I

the responsibility for this state of affairs seems to rest
upon no more than four or five of the teachers all of whom 1I regard
as clean earnest men conscientious in what they do and teach but
being so long in college with so little to help them resist the
skillfully formed theories of learned men they have accepted many
which are erroneous and being zealous teachers are vigorously
laboring to convince others of their views such attitudes of mind
from thebeginning
the beginning have been a common experience with our students
in eastern colleges but fortunately
fortimately they often get rid of these
errors when they again plunge into church work at home conditions
for such a solution of their difficulty
in provo are unfavorable forsuch
borsuch
the number there is sufficient to form a coterie having similar
views and the opposition they receive from others keeps them drawn
aws
together and determined to defend their views
vi ews
if they were
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distributed

other lines of
would not be continually called into
might change much for the
mightchange
better in
thebettert
conditions in the teachers college
as soon as practicable
and given

their theories
activity 1I think their attitude
time but 1I feel sure the
in this respect need changing

work

to

do where

have been warned by the presidency of the
these teachers havebeen
school and by myself and even pleaded with for the sake of the
not
school pot
rot to press their views with so much vigor even if they
were right conditions are not suitable but their zeal overcomes all
counsel and they seem even more determined if not
defiant in pushing
notdefiant
their beliefs upon the students they seem to feel they have a
mission to protect the young from the errors of their parents and
one student said to me 1 I could make my dear mother weep in a minute
yet he had
by telling her how 1I have changed my religious views

that which he thought was far ahead of what that mother
had taught him
the poor mother did not have the capacity of underso
he would
newlight
rejoicing with him in
standing his new
light and rejoicingwith
it
anit
init
keep it a secret from her
only accepted

the hope that a
the foregoing is respectfully submitted in thehope
wise and effectual way may be decided upon to bring into harmony the
theological teachings in our church schools and prevent the dissemination of doubt or false doctrine
your brother in the gospel

s
asl
isl

H

H

cummings

general supt
bupt

consideration by the board of education the report
of the committee was unanimously adopted following the acceptance
of the report a solemn resolution of the board of trustees of the
brigham young university was made e g

after

due

that the professors and other instructors of the
brigham young universitybe
university be required to teach those doctrines and
other scientific and philosophical matters and only such doctrines
and matters as shall be in harmony with the revealed word of god as
presidency and apostles of the church
construed and explained by the presidencyand
RESOLVED

authority of its
that this board of trustees under the authorityof
articles of incorporation does hereby delegate to the presidency of
right and authority to determine subject to the
rightand
the university the righthand
revision of thisboard
this board when any teacher is or is not so in harmony
and

APPENDIX 2

OF THE CHURCH OF
THE ARTICLES OF FAITH OFTHE
LATTER DAY SAINTS
LATTERDAY
OFLATTER
JESUS CHRIST OF

believe in god the eternal father and in his son
jesus christ and in the holy ghost
1

we

punished for their
believe that men will be be4punished
and not for adams transgression
2

we

3

we

mankind may

gospel

own

sins

believe that through the atonement of christ all
be saved by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the

believe that the first principles and ordinances of
the gospel are first faith in the lord jesus christ second
repentance third baptism by immersion for the remission of sins
fourth laying on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost
4

we

believe that a man must be called of god by prophecy
and by the laying on of hands by those who are in authority to
preach the gospel and administer in the ordinances thereof
5

we

believe in the same organization that existed in the
primitive church viz apostles prophets pastors teachers
evangelists etc
6

we

revelation
believe in the gift of tongues prophecy revelatior
visions healing interpretation of tongues etc
7

we

believe the bible to be the word of god as far as it
is translated correctly we also believe the book of mormon to be
the word of god
8

we

believe all that god has revealed all that he does
now reveal and we believe that he will yet reveal many great and
important
things pertaining to the kingdom of god
importantthings
9

we

believe in the literal gathering of israel and in the
restoration of the ten tribes that zion will be built upon this the
american continent that christ will reign personally upon the
earth and that the earth will be renewed and receive its paradisiacal glory
10

we

85

86

claim the privilege of worshiping almighty god
our own conscience and allow all men
according to the dictates of
ofour
olour
worship how where or what they may
the same privilege let them worshiphow
11

we

being subject to kings presidents
inbeing
believe in
rulers and magistrates in obeying honoring and sustaining the
12

we

law

believe inbeing
in being honest true chaste benevolent
good to all men indeed we may say that we
goodgo
virtuous and in doing goodto
paul we believe all things we hope all
follow the admonition of paulwe
be able to endure
have endured many things and hope to
things we
wehave
behave
tobe
all things if there is anything virtuous lovely or of good
report or praiseworthy we seek after these things
13

we

joseph smith

A PENDIX 3
APPENDIX
P

THE CHARTED COURSE OF THE CHURCH IN EDUCATION
BY PRESIDENT
REUBEN CLARK JR
ASPEN GROVE AUGUST 8
81 1938

J

a school boy 1I was thrilled with the great debate between
beauty
those two giants webster and hayne the beamut
beaut y of their oratory
As

the sublimity of websters lofty expression of patriotism the
forecast of the civil struggle to come for the mastery of freedom
over slavery all stirred me to the very depths the debate began
over the foot resolution concerning the public lands
developed
it
fundamental
mental problems of constitutional
into consideration of great funda
1I have never fo
law
forgotten
rgotten
the opening paragraph of websters
rhotten
back to its place of beginning this
reply by which he brought mackto
backto
debate that had drifted so far from its course that paragraph
reads

president when the mariner has been tossed for
many days in thick weather and on an unknown sea he naturally
avails himself of the first pause in the storm the earliest
glance of the sun to take his latitude and ascertain how
far the elements have driven him from his true course let
us imitate this prudence and before we float farther on
the waves of this debate refer to the point from which
we departed that we may at least be able to conjecture
1I ask for the reading of the resolution
where we now are
mr

hasten to express the hope that you will not think that
1I think this is a webster hayne occasion or that 1
I think 1I am a
or either of
daniel webster if you were to think those things
thingsor
1I admit 1I am old but 1
them you would make a grievous mistake
I
am not that old
but webster seemed to invoke so sensible a procedure for occasions where after a wandering on the high seas or
in the wilderness effort is to be made to get back to the place of
starting that 1I thought you would excuse me if 1I invoked and in a
way us
procedure
ed this same p
roce dure to restate some of the more outstanding
used
and essential fundamentalsunderlying
fundamentals underlying our church school education
now 1I

the following are to

me

those fundamentals

he priesthood
the church is the organized priesthood of god the
can existwithout
the church cannot exist without
exist without the church but
buethe
butthe
the priesthood the mission of the church is first to teach
encourage assist and protect the individualmember
individual member in his striving
87

88
mporall
temporally
to live theperfect
the perfect life te
borall y and spiritually as laid down
in the gospel be ye perfect even as your father which is in
master secondly the church is to
heaven is perfect
said the mastersecondly
maintain teach encourage and protect temporally and spiritually
group
living of the gospel thirdly the
itsliving
upin
the membership as a gro
in 1its
it sliving
church is militantly to proclaim the truth calling upon all men to
repent and to live in obedience to the gospel for every knee

must bow and every tongue confess

in all this there are for the church and for each and all of
its members two prime things which may not be overlooked forgotten
shaded or discarded

first

that jesus christ is the son of god the only
begotten of the father in the flesh the creator of the world the
lamb of god the sacrifice for the sins of the world the atoner for
adams transgression thathe
that he was crucified that his spirit left
teathe
his body that he died that he was laid away in the tomb that on
the third day his spirit was reunited with his body which again
became a living being that
he was raised from the tomb a resurthathe
teathe
rected being a perfect being the first fruits of the resurrection
that he later ascended to the father and that because of his death
and by and through his resurrection every man born into the world
since the beginning will be likewise literally resurrected this
and though after
doctrine is as old as the world job declared
my skin worms destroy this body yet in my flesh shall 1I see god
whom 1I shall see for myself and mine eyes shall behold and not
job 192627
192627.
another
192627
the resurrected body is a body of flesh and bones and spirit
and job was uttering a great and everlasting truth
these positive
facts and all other facts necessarily implied therein must all be
honestly believed in
fuli faith by every member of the church
full
infull
infall
the second of the two things to which we must all give full
faith is that the father and the son actually and in truth and
very deed appeared to the prophet joseph in a vision in the woods
that other heavenly visions followed to joseph and to others that
the gospel and the holy priesthood after the order of the son of god
were in truth and fact restored to the earth from which they were
apostacy
apostasy
stacy of the primitive church that the lord again
lost by the apo
set up his church through the agency of joseph smith that the book
of mormon is just what it professes to be that to the prophet came
numerous revelations for the guidance up
upbuilding
building organization
and encouragement of the church and its members that the prophets
successors likewise called of god have received revelations as the
have required and that they will continue to
needs of the church
churchhave
receive reve
lations as the church and its members living the truth
revelations
receivereve
they already have shall stand in need of more that this is in
truth the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints and that
foundation beliefs are the laws and principles laid down in the
its foundationbeliefs
articles of faith these facts also and each of them together with
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implied
ed therein or
impli
thlngs necessarily impei
thi
all things

flowing therefrom must
without dilution excuse apology or
stand unchanged unmodified withoutdilution
be explained away or submerged
avoidance they may not
without
nobbe
notbe
these two great beliefs the church would cease to be the church
any individual who does not accept the fulness
falness of these

doctrines as to jesus of nazareth or as to the restoration of the
day saint the hundreds
gospel and holy priesthood is not a alaster
latterday
alatter
latter
fearing men and women who compose the
fearingmen
godfearing
of thousands of faithful god
great body of the church membership do believe these things
th ings fully and
ch and its institutions because
completely and they support the chur
church
of this belief

set out these matters because they are the latitude
and longitude of the actual location and position of the church both
in this world and in eternity knowing our true position we can
1I

have

chan ging we can lay down anew our
change our bearings if they need changing
true course and here we may wisely recall that paul said

but though we or an angel from heaven preach any other
gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you
gal 18
18.
18
let him be accursed
sturn
ing
returning
rturn

webster hayne precedent 1I have
to the websterhayne
reading the original resolution

now

finished

already said 1I am to say something about the
religious education of the youth of the church 1I shall bring together
what 1I have to say under two general headings the student and the
teacher 1I shall speak very frankly for we have passed the place
we
WO
where we may wisely talk in ambiguous words and veiled phrases
must say plainly what we mean because the future of our youth both
here on earth and in the hereafter as also the welfare of the whole
church are at stake
As 1I have

the youth of the church your students are in great majority
sound in thought and in spirit
the problem primarily is to keep
them sound not to convert them
the youth of the church are hungry for things of the spirit
aager to learn the gospel and they want it straight
eage
they are eager
undiluted
they want to know about the fundamentals 1I have just set out
about our
beliefs they want to gain testimonies of their truth they
ourbeliefs
are not now doubters but inquirers seekers after truth doubt must
not be planted in their hearts great is the burden and the condemnotbeplanted
tofany
nation ofany
of any teacher who sows doubt in a trusting soul

these students crave the faith their fathers and mothers have
they want it in its simplicity and purity there are few indeed who
have not seen the manifestations of its divine power they wish to
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beneficiaries of this faith but they want to be
themselves able to call it forth to work

be not only the

they want to believe in the ordinances of the gospel they
wish to understand them so far as they may
they are prepared to understand the truth which is as old as
the gospel and which was expressed thus by paul a master of logic
and metaphysics unapproachedby
unapproached by the modern critics who decry all
ail
ali

religion

man knoweth the things of a man save the
of the man which is in him even so the things
god knoweth no man but the
of god
now we have received not the
of the world
which is of god that we might know the
but the

for what

spirit

spirit

spirit

of

spirit

12
things that are freely given to us of god
I cor 211 12.
for they that are after the flesh do mind the things
of the flesh but they that are after the spirit the things
romans 85
85.
of the spirit
85
this 1I say then walk in the spirit and ye shall not
bulf
fulf
fulfil
il the lust of the flesh
for the flesh lusteth
listeth against the spirit and the spirit
against the flesh and these are contrary the one to the
other so that ye cannot do the things that ye would
but if ye be led of the spirit ye are not under the
gal 516
18
law
51618.
51618
1

our youth understand too the principle declared in modern

revelation

ye cannot behold with your

natural eyes for the present time the design of your god concerning those things
which shall come
comehereafter
hereafter and the glory which shall follow
583.
doctrine and covenants 583
583
after much tribulation
by the power of the spirit our eyes were opened and
our understandings were enlightened so as tosee
to see and understand the things of god
and while we meditated upon these things the lord
understandings
touched the eyes of our un
der standings and they were
derstandings
opened and the glory of the lord shone round about
and we beheldthe
beheld the glory of the son on the right hand
of the father and received of his fulness
falness
ful ness
and saw the holy angels and them who are sanctified
worshipping
ping god and the lamb who worship
before his throne worship
21
him
1921
doc and cov 7612 19
for ever and ever
himfor
himfar
and now after the many
manytestimonies
testimonies which have been
given of him this is the testimony last of all whichwe
which we
give of him that he lives I
for we saw him even on the right hand of god and we
heard the voice bearing record
that he is the only begotten
recordthat
of the father
1
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that

by him and through him and of him the worlds
were created and the inhabitants thereof are
are and
landwere
andwere
begotten sons and daughters unto god
yet in
and while we were
the spirit the lord comwereyet
inthe
we should write the vision doctrine and
manded us thatje
that
thatwe
28
24 28.
covenants 7622
762224

these students are prepared too to understand what moses
redeclared
meant when he hedeclared
declared
eyes have beheld god but not my natural
but my spiritual eyes for my natural eyes could not have
beheld for 1I should have withered and died in his presence

but

now mine

but his glory was upon me and 1I beheld his face for 1I
moses 111.
transfigured before him
111

lii
lil

was

these students are prepared to believe and understand that all
these things are matters of faith not to be explained or understood
process
by any pr
ocess
icess of human reason and probably not by any experiment
of known physical science
these students to put the matter shortly are prepared to
understand and to believe that there is a natural world and there is
a spiritual world thatthe
that the things of the natural world will not
thattie
explain the things of the spiritual world that the things of the
spiritual world cannot be understood or comprehended by the things
of the natural world that you cannot rationalize the things of the
spirit because first the things of the spirit are not sufficiently
known and comprehended

and secondly

because

infinite wisdom
these students already know that they

cannot comprehend nor explain

finite

mind and reason

truth
must be honest true
chaste benevolent virtuous and do good to all men and that if
there is anything virtuous lovely or of good report or praiseworthy we seek afterthese
after these things these things they have been
taught from very birth they should be encouraged in all proper ways
to do these things which they know to be true but they do not need
years
Is course of instruction to make them believe and know
to have a year
and ultimate

them

these students fully sense the hollowness of teachings which
ow that
know
would make the gospel plan a mere system of ethics they kn
christs teachings are in the highest degree ethical but they also
know they are more than this
they will see that ethics relate
primarily to the doings of this life and that to make of the gospel
a mere system of ethics is to confess a lack of faith ihnot
if not a
ifnot
diebel ef in the hereafter they know that the gospel teachings
disbel
disbelief
with its
not only touch this life but the life that is to come withits
as the final goal
salvation and andexaltation
exaltation agthe
asthe
these students hunger and thirst as did their fathers before
them for a testimony of the things of the spirit and of the
heretheherne
thehere
after and knowing that you cannot rationalize eternity they seek
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by the
which follows faith
they sense bythe
and the knowledge whichfollows
spirit they have that the testimony they seek is engendered and
spiritthey
testimony of others and that to ga
by the testimonyofothers
gain
in this testimony
nurtured bythe
they seek for one living burning honest testimony of a
which theyseek
fearing man thatjesus
and that joseph
godfearing
righteous god
that jesus is the Chri
christand
christ
christana
stand
prop hety is wortha
was gods prophet
sand books and lectures aimed at
worth a thou
thousand
handbooks
sandbooks
debasing the gospel to a system ofethics
of ethics or seeking to rationalize

faith

infinity

two thousand years ago

the master said

or what man is there of you whom if his son ask bread
will he give him a stone
or if he ask a fish will he give him a serpent
matt 71011.
71011

these students born under the covenant can understand that
age and maturity and intellectual training are not in any way or to
any degree necessary to communion with the lord and his spirit
they know the story of the youth samuel in the temple of jesus at
twelve years confounding the doctors in the temple of joseph at
fourteen seeing god the father and the son in one of the most glorious
visions ever beheld by man they are not as were the corinthians of
whom paul said
have fed you with milk and not with meat for hitherto
ye were not able to bear it neither yet now are ye able
1I

1

same

32.
I cor 32
32

they are rather as was paul himself when he declared to the

corinthians

child 1I spake as a child understood as
a child 1I thought as a child
but when 1I became a man
1 cor 1311.
1I put away chi
input
adish
1311
childish
ldish things
iput
when 1I was a

these students as they come to you are spiritually working on
learly reach if you but feed them
early
towards a maturity which they willearly
will
wiil
wil
wll
the right food they come to you possessing spiritual knowledge and
experience the world does not know
so much for your students and what they are and what they
expect and what they are capable of 1I am telling you the things
that some of you teachers have told me and that many of your youth
have told me
may 1I

not say

now a few words

to you teachers

in the first place there is neither reason nor is there
excuse for our church religious teaching and training facilities and
to be taught and trainedin
in the
trained
institutions unless the youth are bo
nedin
trai
principles of the gospel embracing therein the two great elements
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jesus is the christ
jesusis
that jerusis

that joseph was gods prophet the
teaching of a system of ethics to the students is nota
not a sufficient
reason for running our seminaries and andinstitutes
the great public
institutes thegreatpublic
aches ethics the students of
school system te
seminar
seminaries
teaches
ofseminar
les and
ies
course be taught the ordinary canons of good
ofcoursebe
institutes should of
re part and an essential part of
and righteous living for these aare
involved
in eternal
the gospel but there are the great principles involvedin
involvedin
life the priesthood the resurrection and many like other things
that go way beyond these canons of good living these great fundament
ght
taught
mental
th ey are the
al principles also must be
betau
aht to the youth they
things the youth wish

and

first to

know about

the ffirst requisite of a teacher for teaching these principles
f1earning no
is a personal testimony of their truth no amount 0of learning
amount of study and no number of scholastic degrees can take the
place of this testimony which is the sine qua non of the teacher in
our church school system no teacher who does not have a real
testimony of the truth of the gospel as revealed to and believed by
the latterday
latter day saints and a testimony of the sonship and messiahship
smith including in
of jesus and of the divine mission of joseph smithincluding
vision has any place in the church
chuoc
church school
all its reality the first visionhas
system if there be any such and 1I hope and pray there are none
he should at once resign if the commissioner knows of any such and
he does not resign the commissioner should request his resignation
be made
the first presidency expect this pruning to
tobe

this does not mean that we would cast out such teachers from
not at all we shall take up with them a labor of love
the church
churchnot
in all patience and long suffering to win them to the knowledge to
which as god
fearing men and women they are entitled but this does
godfearing
mean that our church schools cannot be manned by unconverted
untestimonied teachers

but for you teachers the mere possession of a testimony is
not enough you must have besides this one of the rarest and most
precious of all the many elements of human character moral courage
for in the absence of moral courage to declare your testimony it
will reach the students only after such dilution as will make it
difficult if not impossible for them to detect it and the spiritual
and psychological effect of a weak and vacillating testimony may well
be actually harmful instead of helpful

the successful seminar or institute teacher must also possess
another of the rare and valuable elements of charactera
character a twin brother
of moral courage and often mistaken for it 1I mean intellectual
courage
couragethe
the courage to affirm principles beliefs and faith that
may not always
be considered as harmonizing with such knowledge
alwaysbe
as the teacher or his educational colleagues
scientific or otherwise
otherwiseas
may
maybelieve
belleve
believe they possess

iti

not unknown are cases where men of presumed faith holding
responsible positions have felt that since by affirming their full
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upon themselves the ridicule of their
faith they might call down uponthemselves
they must either modify or explain away their
unbelieving colleagues theymust
away
pretendto
even
or
destructively dilu
pretend
to
cast
dilute
faith or ordestructively
dilutent
diluteit
it
it
telt
teit
rcolleagues and to their co
coreligionists
such are hypocrites to their
religionists
thei colleagues
thel
an object of pity not
of scorn as some would have it is
notofscorn
that man or woman who having the truth and knowing it finds it
necessary either to repudiate the truth or to compromise with error
in order that he may live with or among unbelievers without subjecting
himself to their disfavor or derision
dezi
slon as he supposes tragic indeed
derr sion
deri
is his place for the real fact is that all such discardings
discar dings and
shadings in the end bring the very punishments that the weak
weakwilled
willed
one sought to avoid
F
or there is nothing the world so values and
for
ou s convictions stands for
reveres
righteous
reveres as the man who having righte
righteou
them in any and all circumstances there is nothing towards which the
world turns more contempt than the man who having righteous convicm
or repudiates them
tions either slips away from them abandons them
the
for any latterday
latter day saint psychologist chemist physicist geologist
away
explain
or misinterpret
archaeologist
to
archeologist
ologist or any other scien
mi sin terpret
arche
terpret
scientist
aist
tist
1

or evade or elude or most of all to repudiate or to deny the great
fundamental doctrines of the church in which he professes to believe
is to give the lie to his intellect to lose his self respect to
bring sorrow to his friends to break the hearts and bring shame to
his parents to besmirch the church and its members and to forfeit
the respect and honor of those whom he has sought by his course to

win as

friends and helpers

prayerfully

not be any such among the
teachers of
the church school system but if there are any such high
odthe
ofthe
or low they must travel the same route as the teacher without the
testimony sham and pretext and evasion and hypocrisy have and can
have no place in
the church school system or in the character building
inthe
and spiritual growth of our youth
1I

hope

there

may

another thing which must be watched in our church institutions
nott be possible for men to keep positions of spiritual
is this it must no
unbelievers
trust who not being converted themselves being really un
believers
seek to turn aside the beliefs education and activities of our
youth and our aged also from the ways they should follow into other
paths of education beliefs and activities which though
tho ugh leading
where the unbeliever would go do not bring us to the places where the
gospel would take us that this works as a consciencebalm
conscience balm to the
unbeliever who directsit
directs
direct it is of no importance this is the grossest
betrayal of trust and there is too much reason to think it has
happenedd
happene

sit

wish to mention another thing that has happened in other
same
ething happening9 in
something
samething
thing
the church
lines as a caution against the sam
inthe
occasion our church members
oneoccasion
educational system on more than one
1I

have gone to other places for special training in particular lines
training which was supposedly the last word the
they have had the trainingwhich
most modern view the ne plus ultra of up to daleness
dateness then they have
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any
upon
us
thought as to
and
without
dosed
back
it
it
1I refrain frommentioning
we needed it or not
from
known
fron mentioning well
wellknown
andi
ces of this sort of
recognizedinstan
and i1Ibelievey
thing 1I
weil recognized
well
ofthing
instances
belleve
believe wellrecognized
oftring
anyy seel
do not wish to wound an
feelings
ings
seei
feel

brought
whether

bea ore trying on the newest fangled ideas in any line of
bef
but before
thought education activity or what not experts should just stop
they think we are and however
and consider that however backward theythink
we
some
are
things
things
backward we may actuallybe
be
actually
in
in
other
lybe
actual
far out in the lead and therefore these new methods may be old if
not worn out with us

lif

in whatever relates to community ilfe
lifee and activity in general
to clean group social amusement and entertainment to closely knit
and carefully directed religious worship and activity to a positive
day
everyday
cut faithpromoting
clear
faith promoting spirituality to a real every
clearcut
axed desire and acutely sensed need
ixed
practical religion to a firm
f fixed
ffirmfixed
onmarching humanity
for faith in god we are far in the van of on
marching
with new ideas experts should
withnew
before effort is made to inoculate us wishnew
kindly consider whether the methods used to spur community spirit
or build religious activities among groups that are decadent and
maybe dead tto
quite
0 these things are qui
te applicable to us and whether
their effort to impose these upon us is not a rather crude even gross
anachronism

to apply to our spiritually minded and religiously alert youth a plan evolved to teach religion to youth having
no interest or concern in matters of the spirit would not only fail
in meeting our actual religious needs but would tend to destroy the
now possess
youchnow
youthnow
best qualities which our youth

for

example

have already indicated that our youth are not children
spiritually they are well on towards the normal spiritual maturity
of the world to treat them as children spiritually as the world
might treat the same age group is therefore and likewise an anachronism 1I say once more there is scarcely a youth that comes through
your seminary or institute door who has not been the conscious
beneficiary of spiritual blessings or who has not seen the efficacy
of prayer or who has not witnessed the power of faith to heal the
or who has not beheld spiritual outpourings of which the
sick pr
world at large is today ignorant you do not have to sneak up behind
this spiritually experienced youth and whisper religion in his ears
you do not
you can come right out face to face and talk with him
need to disguise religious truths with a cloak of worldly things you
can bringthese
bring these truths to him openly in their natural guise youth
may
to be not more fearful of them than you are there is no
Y prove tobe
ng
coddling
bed
coddle
bea time stories
coddli
need for gradual approaches for bed
for
esl
esi
patronlzing or for any of the other childish devices used in
for patronizing
ach those spiritually inexperienced and allbut
reach
efforts to re
all
ali
ail but spiritueffortsto
ally dead
1I

stori
storl

you

teachers have a great mission As teachers you stand
upon the highest peak in education for what teaching can compare
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ng effect with that which deals
reaching
fae reachi
in priceless value and in farreaching
far
as he was in theeternity
he is in the
with man ashe
the eternity of yesterday as
ashe
mortalityof
be in the forever of tomorrow
and as he will
mortality of today andashe
willbe
andaste
not only time but eternity isyour
is your field salvation of yourself
within
not only but of those who come with
the purlieus of your temple
withinthe
inthe
the blessing you seek and which doing your duty you will
is theblessing
your
crown
glory
gain how br
be
with each soul
of
will
willbe
brilliant
illiana
saved an encrusted jewel thereon

illiant

be so crowned you must
but to get this blessing and to
tobe
you have no other function
1I say once more you must teach the gospel
and no other reason for your presence in a church school system
you do have an

interest in matters purely cultural

and

in

matters of purely secular knowledge but 1I repeat again for
11 but sole duty
emphasis your chief interest yyour
our essential and aall
ali
ail
is to teach the gospel of the lord jesus christ as that has been
revealed in these latter days you are to teach this gospel using
as your sources and authorities the standard works of the church
and the words of those whom god has called to lead his people in
you
are not whether high or low to intrude into
days
these last
your work your own peculiar philosophy no matter what its source
or how pleasing or rational it seems to you to be to do so would
w6 have seminariesand
we
be to have as many different churches as wa
seminaries and

that is chaos
you

are not whether high or low to change the doctrines of
by and in the
declaredby
declaredly
the church or to modify them as they are declared
decla
decia redby
authority it is to
bythose
standard works of the church and by
those whose au
declare the mind and will of the lord to the church the lord has
declared he is the same yesterday today and forever

thory

urge you not to sail
ffall
sali
ali into that childish error so common
ail
all
now of believing that merely because man has gone so far in
harnessing the forces of nature and turning them to his own use
that therefore the truths of the spirit have been changed or
significant
transformed it is a vital and sign
act that mans conquest
icart ffact
if icant
of the things of the spirit has not marched side by side with his
conquest of things material the opposite sometimes seems to be
power
wer to reason has not matched his power to figure
true mans po
remember always and cherish the great truth of the Int
erces sory
intercessory
interces
prayer
and this is lifeeternal
ilfe eternal that they might know thee the
life
only true god and jesus christ whom thou hast sent
this is an
ultimate truth so are all spiritual truths they are not changed
by the discovery of a new element a4 new ethereal wave nor by
speed record
clipping a few seconds minutes or hours of a speedrecord
1I

you are not to teach the philosophies of the world ancient
or modern pagan or christian for this is the field ofthepublic
of the public
schools your sole field is the gospel and that is boundless in

its

own

sphere
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we
wepay
pay
depay

taxes to support those state institutions whose
the arts the sciences literature
function and work it is to teach
teachthe
es and so on through the whole secular curhistory thelanguag
the languages
we
do
work
use the
are
culum
to
riculum
these
but
areto
institutions
this
ri
tithes of the church to carry on the church school system and these
are impressed with a holy trust the church seminaries and institutes
are to teach the gospel

in thus stating this function time and time again and with
such continued insistence as 1I have done it is fully appreciated
that carrying out the function may involve the matter of released
time for our seminaries and institutes
but our course is clear
and the
the doctrines of the church andthe
if we cannot teach the gospel thedoctrines
standard works of the church 411
oii
oil
all
ali
ail of them on released time in
our seminaries and institutes then we must face giving up released
time and try to work out some other plan of carrying on the gospel
plan
work in those institutions
to work out some other planbe
plance
dian be
dlan
if
impossible we shall face the abandonment of the seminaries and
institutes and the return to church colleges and academies we are
not now sure in the light of developments that these should ever
wee are clear upon this point namely that we
have been given up W
shall not feel justified in appropriating one further tithing
dollar to the upkeep of our seminaries and institutes unless
uniess they
can be used to teach the gospel in themander
themanner
the manner prescribed the
tithing represents too much toil too much self denial too much
sacrifice too much faith to be used for the colorless instruction
of the youth of the church in elementary ethics this decision and
situation must be faced when the next budget is considered in
saying this 1I am speaking fox
for the first presidency

all that

has been saidregarding
said
sald regarding the character of religious
teaching
deaching and the results which in the very nature of things must
teachin
follow a failure properly to teach the gospel applies with
full
fuli
withfull
and equal force to seminaries to institutes and to any and every
other educational institution belonging to the church school system

wholehearted
hearted
the first presidency earnestly solicit the whole
help and cooperation of all you men and women who from your work
on the firing line know so well the greatness of the problem which
faces us and which so vitally and intimately affects the spiritual
health and the salvation of our youth as also the future welfare
we
whole
need you the church needs you the lord
church
of
the
odthe
ofthe
needs you restrain not yourselves nor withhold your helping

hand

pav
in closing 1I wish to pay
dav a humble but sincere tribute to
teachers having worked my own way through school high school
college and professional school 1I know something of
the hardship
odthe
ofthe
and sacrifice this demands but 1I know also the growth and satishere with a
standdhere
stan
faction which come as we reach the end so 1I standhere
knowledge
dge of how many perhaps most of you have come toyour
knowle
to your
tozour
present place furthermore for a time 1I tried without much
success to teach school so 1I know also the feelings of those of
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us teacher
teacherss who do not make the first grade and must rest in the
1I know the present amount of actual compensation you
lower ones
spae
sparse
sparsest
get and how very spar
sparseit
is far far too sparse 1I wish from
greater but the drain on
the bottom of my heartwe
heart we could make
heartie
1I must
so great for education
already
the church income is alreadyso
educationthat
that emust
imust
alreadyso
prospector
prospectof
of betterment our
in honesty say there is no immediate prospect
budget for this school year is 860000 or almost seventeen per cent
of the estimated total cost ofrunning
of running the whole church including
general administration stakes wards branches and mission
expenses for all purposes including welfare and charities
indeed
1I wish 1I felt sure that the prosperity of the people wouldbe
would be so
wouldve
ample that they could andwould
and would certainly pay tithes enough to keep
us going as we are

it
seit
selt

it

so 1I say 1I paymy
maymy
pay my tribute to your industry your loyalty
your sacrifice your willingeagerness
willing eagerness for service in
the cause of
inthe
truth your faith in god and in his work and your earnest desire
would have
prophetwould
to do the things that our ordained lea
leader and prophet
iea
leaderand
you do
and 1I entreat you not to make the mistake of thrusting
aside your leaders counsel or of failing to carry out his wish

derand

or of refusing to follow his direction david of old privily
cutting off only the skirt of sauls robe uttered the cry of a
1I should do this thing unto
smitten heart
the lord forbid that
thail
thatl
my master the lords anointed to stretch forth mine hand against
him seeing he is the anointed of the lord

bless you always in all your righteous endeavors
may he quicken your understanding increase yo
your
ur wisdom enlighten
you by experience bestow upon you patience charity and as among
your most precious gifts endow you with the discernment of spirits
that you may certainly know the spirit of righteousness and its
opposite as they come poyou
toyou
he give you entrance to thehearts
mayhe
the hearts
to you may
of those you teach and then make you know that as you enter there
you stand in holy places that must
be neither polluted nor
defiled
mustbe
mastbe
nordefiled
either by false or corrupting doctrine or by sinful misdeed may he
11 and power to teach righteous
enrich your knowledge with the ski11
ski
skill
ness may your faith and your testimonies increase and your
ability to encourage and foster them in others grow greater every
day all
dayall
ail that the youth of zion may be taught built up encouraged
ali
heartened that they may not fall by the wayside but go on to
youu through them
eternal life that these blessings coming to them yo
may be blessed also
and 1I pray all this in the name of him who
died that we might live the son of god the redeemer of the world
jesus christ amen
may god
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begin with
tobegin
brothers and sisters 1I would like to say to
clark
that this is no idea of mine brother mark
dark came up to see me
1I tried to get him to get someone else
wednesday
he
he said
sald
saidhe
saidee
tried then he came back to me so here 1I am
my

brother clark indicated to me that he would like me to
topresident
speak more or less on that statement that is credited to president
youth whenhe
when he called dr maeser here to begin this school to the
whethe
effect that you do not teach the alphabet nor the multiplication
not know certainly that
tables without the spirit of god we do notknow
As 1I began to
was said but it has come down that it was said
think about the matter 1I found myself in this position it seemed
tryl ng to
to me that to try to explain that was more or less like trying
explain that two plus two equal four to the latterday
latter day saint it
seems to me it must be rather self
seif evident theres a lot of stuff
that 1I dont know and 1I know 1I dont know it theres little that
1I do know and im bound to say 1I am not particularly lonesome
1I 11 try today in the few words that 1I say to give you some ideas
about that subject 1I think that in considering
consider ing that dictum if
we ought largely to forget the multiplication
it was ever said and
think of the teaching side of it
table side of it

lii
ill

its

quoted usually and as it has been preserved
as
god
and some of you who have taught
about
of
spirit
the
talks
it
know that there has been some eeffort
justified
f fort made and maybe it s just
if led
now

its
say is the
1I

godwhich
which some
to distinguish between the spirit of god
ghost and the spirit of the lord which is
spirit of the holy ghostand
886 13 youll read
different if you read doctrine and covenants 88613
epowers and functions of the spirit of the lord
the
th powers
there some of thepowers
an allpervading
all pervading presence different quite evidently from the

its
holy ghost which

apersonage of spirit though of course
a personage
exercising its powers beyond the mere presence of thepersonage
the personage As
to what president young may have meant by what he said to brother
was theres a statement which he made which is
maeser whatever
to in his journal of discourses on page 378
referred
referredtoin

is

it

every
ry
evo
eve

art

the children
of men
menis
is comprised within the gospel where did the
ofmenis
knowledge come from which has enabledmen
enabled men to accomplish
such great achievements in science and in mechanism within
of course president young knew
the last few years
and science known and
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studied

by
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nothing about the advancement in science which hasdeveloped
has developed
we know thatknowledge
since his time
that knowledge is from god but
why do
they not acknowledge this because they are blind to
dothey
cothey
their own interests they do not see and understand things
as they are who taught men to chain the lightning did
He
N
no
man unaided of himself descove
oo
hereceived
00
he received
discover
r
discove that
supreane
Supreane being
suprenebeing
from him too has
the knowledge from a supreano
every art and science proceeded although the credit is
given to this individual and that individual
indi vidual but where
did they
the y get the knowledge from have they in and of
they must acknowledge that if they cannot
themselves no theymust
make one spear of grass grow or one hair white or black
without artificial aid they are dependent upon this supreme
being just the same as the poor and the ignorant
where have we received the knowledge to construct the laborday is remarkable
saving machinery for which the present dayis
from
where have we received our knowledge of astronomy or the
heaven
we
power to make glasses to penetrate the immensity of space
from that same being whom moses and those who were before
received
him received their knowledge from the same being who told noah the
people destroyed from him every
world should be drowned and its peopledestroyed
astronomer artist and machinist that ever lived on the earth
obtained his knowledge by him too has the power to receive from
one another been bestowed and to search into thedeep
the deep things pertaining to this earth and every principle connected with

it

it

think that fully explains what brother brigham had in mind
maeser
1I
when he made the statement credited to him to brother
er
broth
think that we must acknowledge in our minds that god is the source
impartsit
impar it to us in accordance with
of all knowledge and that he imparts
our needs and in accordance with his
desire in the little time 1I
misdesire
hisdesire
have had to devote to thinking about this specific thing since 1I
had the assignment which co
hour la
consists
st night and
last
nslists1 of about an we
might not consider
three quarters of an hour today I wondered if
1I

tsit

gbd
gbdr
knowledge source from two angles
abd on occasion
firstwaygodr
they know is
communicates directly with his children in a waythey
may be in
may be in the form of the first vision
direct
may
the form of the voice at the time of the transfiguration
be in the form of the presence of the lord under the father himself
may be in the form he manifested himself
in the kirtland temple
nephites
to the Nep
hites on this continent after the resurrection of christ
now that direct passing of knowledgefor
knowledge for example the first vision
had tobe
to be direct under all the circumstances as the direct

this

it

it

it

it

at the time of the baptism of the savior but theres
always a special purpose when that direct revelation comes from
god to
ptohis
his children so far as 1I am aware of in the history of the
tohis
1I am persuaded that those times are rare and only at critical
world
appearance

periods and critical times and for a special purpose but 1I am
we
we
when
thatje
us
experiences
have
sure that
had
have
of
thatwe
that
havefelt
felt
feit
ail
all
thatall
were helped in other ways
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for thesetimes
these times of direct revelation it seems
to work for what we get we get nothing without
to
work save under the most exceptional circumstances
when 1I am
wheni
cheni
am
speaking of work
necessarily thinking ofwork
ain not notnecessarily
here 1I aln
of work at the
workhere
desk or work in the research laboratory or work in the field and
1I am thin
thinking
whatnot
the work and it is real work that
king also odthe
of
ofthe
takes to overcome our inhibitions our trends and tendencies to
it
overcome
overcometemptation
temptation 1I thinkthatwe
workjust
just as hard at
think that we have to work
that as at anything else now the lord has laid down fairly clearly
that if we expect to receive his blessings we must put ourselves in
a certain condition of mind following a certain condition of life
and 1I think it is no more certain that the day should follow the
put ourselves in that position the lord will
night that if we do putourselves
he wishes
what
manifest to us whak
whathe
weathe
now except
me that we have

pr avers
not always does he answer our prayers
fortunately
for we frequently pray for things that even in our own human
judgment as time goes on we ccan
an see would have not been for our
we
we
and
must
had
understand
received
but
best good ifwe
that
if
it
iffe
here 1I might suggest this litt
le power of faith faith 1I think is
little
the greatest force and intelligent force of which we know
incidentally 1I do not know what force is and neither do any of you
you can talk about it and def
lne it but you do not know much about
ine
define
you cannot tell
you would have with life
it the same trouble
much about lifeyou
ilfe
life you can give some of its characteristics but you
so
a
as
to
gift
is
faith
is
faith
dont really know what 1ilfe
life
ife
of god and 1I am very sure god gives to no man faith sufficient to
defeat his gods purposes sso0 that from our mortal standpoint there
is a limit as to what we can do with faith and we when we
administer to the sick should understand that as to our faith and
as to the faith of the sick sometimes the lord does give faith that
1I am thinking
overcomes what apparently are his immediate purposes
ng but
ng of people who after their healing do nothi
nothing
bothi
healing
of the
theheali
guffer
duffer for the rest of their lives and preservation of the lives
suffer
of children who seem not to turn out well we should always pray
in all of our work with our faith that the lord will bless us if
in his wisdom we should be blessed in the way that we are asking
to me brothers and sisters for 1I have seen the
this is very real
realto
1I have participated in adminipower of faith manifested many times
strations
trat ions where there have been healings not immediately but in a
short time afterward 1I have seen it in my own family we find some
great passages on prayer in the bookoff
book of mormon as to the things for
bookof
which we might pray
now

to this the aids that

might secure from the lord in
when you have
our work you should pray and can pray over your work
workwhen
f iculties 1I have never been one to believe that we ought to just
dif
dlf
difficulties
pester the lord in prayers in spite of the parable of the unfortunate
widow but 1I do
belleve
believe thatje
dobelieve
thatwe
that we should pray when we really need it
and give prayers of gratitude when we dont need anything
the man
who only prays when he needs something is not likely to betoo
be too
betho
readily heard now 1I refer to the passage that you all know so well
As

we

the motif of this last dispensation statement of james
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god
you
any
who
him
wisdom
of
lack
ask
of
let
if
upbraid eth not and
giveth to all men liberally
upbraideth
and dupbraideth
berall Y an
andit
anait
liberala
shall
shail be given him
shallbe
shallie

li
liberall

it

the lord doesntpromis
doesnt promisee there through james that he will
give everything thats asked he says he will give
liberally now
giveliberally
refer to another passage when the lord was giving his charge
to his apostles he told them thatthey
before
takenbefore
that they would be taken
governors and kings and put on trial and it was to
be for the
tobe
condemnation of the kings and governors
and he said then to them
theyy should say for in the very hour
to take no thought what the
that
hourthat

ill

should be given unto them now
it
it
ry to take any thought
that we ought not to try
t
we might
make

they needed

we

might con-

preparing
in pr
eparing
sparing for
have to
well ive always felt that if 1I
wanted to get any water out of a drinking cup 1I had to put some in
so 1I think that the lord was talking there as to what should happen
to these poor fishermen and their fellow
laborers when they got
fellowlaborers
were not lawyers
theywere
into these formal royal or near royal hearings they
ey should say or what they
they
and they didnt know anything about what th
should do they couldnt know therefore the lord said he would
provide for them at that time buti
butl
but 1I find no place where he said
he would provide to a teacher knowledge that he didnt have beforehand neither as to the substance of his talk nor as to his techniques
the lord doesnt just bestow those they must be worked for then
the lord helps 1I think that inn part is what president young had
in mind when he said you shouldnt teach even the multiplication
tables without the spirit of god he meant that you should put
yourself in position of the things that you need in order that when
rought to your mind
the time comes these might be bbrought

sider
a talk

13

recall to your mind in this connection what the lord said
in the chamber on the last night before the morning of the crucifixion
when he told his apostles that he would send the comforter to them
teach them all things and would bring to
that that comforter would teachthem
their remembrance all the things which he had told them that
1I firmly believe that every
comforter he said was the holy ghost
teacher is in the same position exactly if he stores his mind with
knowledge if he has lived as he should then when the time comes
when he needs it the lord will open up the windows of
his mind and
ochis
ofhis
let him see there the things which are stored away
1
a
pauls
found
statement
to
to
in
of
I
like
refer
id
wherere
knoweth the things
he said that no man knoweththe
where
wherehe
corinthians chapter 2 whe
rehe
n
man
lnla
of man save by the spirit of man which is within him so no inta
1Iid
d like to suggest
knows the things of god but by the spirit of god
and brotherhugh
Sper
sperryand
brother hugh nibley 1I think
ryand
that passage to brother sperry
there is something wrong with
that translation 1I think that the
withthat
two clauses are parallel
so no man knows the things of god but by
parallelso
what that
hat schat
swhat
the spirit of god which is within him 1I think tthats
means
and when you do have that spirit of god withinyou
within you and you
have a right to the gifts of the holy ghost then if you have
prepared yourself the holy ghost will bring these things to your
1I

I1
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and you

remembrance

will be able to teach things properly
willbe

1I

think that is roughly what president young had in mind and im
confirmed of that by the sstatement
youthat
tat ement which 1I read to you
that you
should store your minds with knowledge and then the spirit of the
to your mind
lord will bring these things
thin gstoyour

cant

the little experience that ive had has taught me that 1I
get anything out of my head if 1I havent put it in there yet

you
s
perhaps all have had this experience
experiencethat
this
that
thl
thi
after ive worked a long time and something comes to me something
perhaps new to me it comes into my mind as if 1I just pulled it out
1I think that we never
and suddenly exhibit
of a drawer somewhere andsuddenly
exhibitit
it
we may not remember but we never forget what we take into
forget
forgetwe

t

1I mus
must

admit

its

its

there and 1I think
there for time and for
learning the good things and avoideternity hence the importance of oflearning
s going to be
eve theres
ing the bad but along that line 1I don
believe
belleve
beil
bell
dontt beli
there
1I believe that
very much of a fuss on the last day of judgment
every one of us when that time comes will go over into our stall
ng bricks at anythrowing
throwe
just as fast as we can we wont be around throwi
body else
well be saying to the other fellow well brother
forget what you did to me
if you forget what 1I did to you
1I think the final judgment is going to be a rather simple thing and
1I have often used this idea too regarding our own appraisal of
ourselves 1I said that if we were informed that the savior was out
here somewhere in the desert perhaps wendover and if we knew that
by going to wendover we could see the savior and talk to him 1I
wonder how many of us would have the courage to go knowing that he
would know everything we ever said or thought every act would be
his 1I wonder if we could face him
our minds

ill

theres just

one other thing that 1I would like to suggest
theres a great difference between teachingwe the gospel and the truths
ge
gett cill
gospel
spel
spei and teaching other things
of the go
all
ali
ail kinds of reports
youdontdo
about what you brethren do down here and what you
dont do we try
to forget most of them
about what youre supposed to do and what you
themabout
oughtnt to do but we had one statement come to us along this line
some parent objected that in a certain class 1idant
idont
dont remember the
goodness but in this class
class dont remember the teacher thank goodnessbut
and from this teacher there had come a shaking of the faith of that
young
person and when the teacher was approached about
he said
youngpersont
you
1
ny
anyhow
how
making
a
what
wonder
them
I
think
well tm
if
thats
im
course raise
do to them in your science course or in your history courseraise
what becomes of your
doubts about everything and then let them think whatbecomes
les of life
ies
facts and the realia
realities
realit
now

it

its

to raise a spiritual doubt in the mind
student more or less like turning him into a great room
anystudent
of any
thoroughly darkened in which there are all kinds of pitfalls
thoroughlydarkened
shutting the doors and cutting all the light and then saying now
inhuman
try to find your way to the other side
cruel itsinhuman
the lord wont hold us guiltless now my brothers and sisters 1I
havent said much but 1I hope that 1I may have suggested something to
a serious thing

its

its
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you who might have been thinking aboutthis
about this statement of president
youngs as to what he meant by
1I hope 1I may have said something
i
nom what he
1I am sure from
1 g hthave
have meant
f rom
othave
that will suggest what he mmight
must store our minds with
wemust
sald
said
afterwards that he meant that we
saidafterwards
these things and then when the time comes if we have lived as we

it

should

be
it will
great

between the

available to us that will
teacher and the poor teacher

make

the difference
dlf ference
dif

whatever you do brothers and sisters do not sow spiritual
you have no right to do it
doubts into the minds of your students
the parents of the students who send their children here dont expect
you
yourkeep
them
have
are
not
to
orthodox
ideas
that
if
it
selves dont try to indoctrinate your students with anything but
recognized
gnized truths of the gospel may
weli reco
weil
well
the well established wellrecognized
the lord bless you in your work As was sta
in the opening
stated
statedin
tedin
prayer you have a great work 1I do not believe that any of us
how far an utterance of his may
great
knows just how gre
knows
at no man knowshow
knowshow
grow or spread so be careful
words are golden thoughts are
diamonds dont scatter them under loose hand unless theybe
they be the
therbe
real truths may the lord bless you preserve you give you joy in
your work and help you to reach the hearts of your students
teach them that they must work and store the
their
ir minds with knowledge
if they shall expect the lord to help them in the future teach
them so that the lord will have something to work on not just a
blank mind god bless you 1I pray in the name of jesus amen
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hope none of you are near
sighted so
nearsighted

that

you can see

this freak im very grateful to brother wilkinson for your kindness
im always embarrassed when brother wilkinson and others tell about
one thingyou
thing you forgot ernest that was
what they think ive done
the most important government job 1I ever had
of state

1I was

undersecretary

brothers and sisters that 1I am here is not my choosing
brother ernest wrote me a letter kind enough to ask me to come down
1I made a little inquiry and found out that president
and talk to you
mckay had suggested that he ask me and of course the presidents
my
suggestion and desire is the law
sovm
not
soam
lawr so
here
this
is
im
choosing 1I would have saved you if 1I could
im not going to try
to preach a sermon tonight
now

would like to visit with you a few minutes because 1I
regard and have said frequently that you are operating the greatest
school in the world the most important school in the world to
no other
become even greater and more important as time goes on
1I

great school in the world is charged with the responsibilities with
which you were charged
and
andl1I would like to read to you what you
andi
have already heard doubtless many times that part of the indenture
with which president young created this institution paraphrasing
some preliminary matters 1I will read this in the indenture created
in trust in accordance with the terms this institution was founded
the donor brigham young after setting forth the secular subjects
as the educational standards of the times required to be taught
should
had
spiritual training and teaching tthat
this to say about the spiritualtraining
hadthis
hat
now
qu
quote
ote from the indenture
be carried on in this school

ili
iii
lii
ill

new testaments thebodo
bookk of mormon and the
the
the old and
andnewtestaments
theboo
book of doctrine and covenants shali
be the standard textshall
shallbe
shallie
books and shallbe
shall
shali be read and their doctrines inculcated in
shallie
my
and further no book shall be used that
the academy
theacade
or speaks lightly of the divine
theme
misrepresentssor
misrepresent
there in misrepresentsor
therein
or in
smith orin
joseph hSmith
Josep
mission of our savior or the prophet josephsmith
any manner advances ideas antagonistic to the principles
the gospel
of thegospel
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those are the sealing orders of this institution As 1I
stand beforeyou
before you tonight 1I can see that 1I have two capacities
one 1I am the second counselor in
the first presidency of the church
inthe
two 1I am the second vicepresident
vice president of this institution in my own
mind my duties somewhat divide themselves into two parts
religious
partsreligious
As the second counselor in the presidency 1I feel that
and secular
1I would like to say something to you tonight suggestive of your
you
me
seem
youteachershere
to have two
position as 1I see
to
here
teachers
seelt
it
I
one
you
s the ffirst
are a member of the church that
positions
is
thats
and most important element in your situation
the other is you are
As 1I see
a member of this school and of its faculty you teachers
two jurisdictions
this is a unique
it you are soroughlyas under
1I know as it has worked out for any faculty
situation
far
in any institution As a member of the church you are T1I conceive
under the jurisdiction of the church which looks at you im talking
your
now to the faculty members primarily as a church member
you do as an individual
judged by what youdo
standing in the church is judgedbywhat
boudo
and there you have a close rrelationship
elation ship your acts as an individual
with your conduct as a member of
tie in very closely of course withyour
the faculty
1

you should be so unfortunate as to run counter to the
church member you
principles and doctrines which govern you as a churchmember
and handled by church officers and church
would be considered andhandled
wouldve
wouldbe
tribunals whether you were also handled by your school authorities
some of you teachers
would be a matter for them to determine
if
for example 1 I mention this because
is rather well known were
to begin to advocate and attempt to practice this new polygamy the
you
you
pretty
church would be af
ast
ter
after
ffast youdd be handled in the
matter being proved on you and youd be excommunicated from the
church 1I suppose under those circumstances that your school would
also act so you would come under the discipline of both jurisdictions if you taught any false doctrine that was less fantastic
than that you then might be tried and brought to task by your church

if

it

that your church standing is a matter that is not to
be in the jurisdiction of the school
whether any doctrine that
you might teach is a false doctrine sufficient to require action
sufficiently
suffi ciently false would be determined of course whether the
doctrine were false or true by the president of the church who
is the sole source through which the lord makes known his will to
hispeople
his people as a whole and declares his doctrine it doesnt lie in
officers

so

other body in the church nor does it
or orinstitution
institution that is for the church
any

lie in

any extraneous body

now 1I have this feeling president wilkinson that
woman who has to teach religion should aim to be as

every

or
thoroughly prepared in his religious subjects and in his religious
1I feel that he should know the
work as he is in his secular work
yearbefore
gospel now as 1I think 1I vindicated
iindicated
before
indicated last year or the year
1I have
forgotten when we all should think about our religion 1I was
haveforgotten
may
y speculate
about to say we perhaps not all should but we all ma
our religion are deep profound they
about it the principles of
ofour
olour

man

0
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are not casual or shallow they will stand all of the thought and
rightful speculation that th
thing
onlything
the
best of us can give the only
thebest
thebert
to watchandthat
watch and that you have to watch is this
is that 1I have
haveto
after
faveto
you have thought and afteryou
you have speculated rememberthat
eryou
remember that so far
after
aft
as the church and its doctrines are concerned it is your thought and
your speculation you mightbe
might be right but you could be wrong and
mightie
upon the revelations which
depends uponthe
wrongdepends
whether you are right or wrong
which the lord may give on the subject matter
the lord has given and whichthe
concerning what you have thought and speculated and
he has not
Andi
andl
andifhe
iffHe
yet given anything that can
be clearly understood and there are
cabbe
canbe
miriads of subjects which are in that position it is my duty it
and your speculation to yourself
thoughtand
though
is your duty to hold your thought
tand
not to teach them to others obviously you may discuss them with
others who understand that you are teaching and discussing thinking
about these sometimes called mysteries
but 1I may not and you may
not teach them as doctrine

ebest

brothers and sisters 1I think this is very important very
you know there never has been so ffar
ar as 1I know any church in the
history of the world organized under conditions that are similar
to ours we began withpublicity
with publicity and the press from the time of
ow our enemies have gone over the records great parts
joseph until nnow
of which have been published our enemies have usually seen to it
that the unwise things perhaps the wrong things which on occasions
we have tried to do have been fully exploited
not so long ago
was thought that the third generation would be an apostate
it
generation well 1I am one of the third and 1I havent aapostatized
P ostatized as
far as 1I know some of you are fourths and fifths and maybe more
after all that our enemies have been able to do we are still walking
with the iron rod we are still clinging to the great fundamental
throughthe
the inspiration of the lord joseph proclaimed
truths which through
to us

feature of the teaching
of dr james E talmage dr james E talmage had a reputation as
a scientist
years
ars 1I was his secretary 1I often jokingly observed
for ye
pe
typewriter
writer
pewriter
that 1I wrote the articles of faith which 1I did on the ty
rewriter
but 1I know that dr talmage always used the maximum of his ability
his powers of argumentation his powers of analysis in order to bring
to the support of the doctrines of the church that is all the facts
he had any knowledge now 1I dont want to talk
of science of which
whichhe
ofscience
about science and religion 1I would like to say taisto
this to the scienthisto
tists be a little patient with us who are not scientists dont
condemn us too much
and in order to show you what 1I mean 1I ask
on
you to consider where 1I would have been if 1I had pinned my faith
falth
faithon
faithan
have been so far behind that 1I
the science of my day in school id havebeen
1I think surely
would never
never catch up and conceivably conceivably tthink
wouldneve
may
nay be the position of the science oftoday
of today
thatmaybe
that maybe
1I

was always much impressed with one

you what
showyou
struck the other day with this thought to show
1I mean
brother hales is here 1I hope hell forgive me the prophet
are not
joseph was reported to have said
the world and ear
earth
earthare
thare
1I

was
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me
they can find
amLund
lund
william
brother williamlund
tells
Willi
this quotation only in the compendium of 1874 but it s been preached
ever since 1I can remember and
ond 1I guess it s all right
the world is
as organized or formed out of other
the human family this earthw
earth
earthawas
planets which were broken up and remodeled and made into the one on
which we live
that was in 1841 1I was interested and rather 1I do
tosay
not like cosay
to say amused when inreading
in reading the convention speech
recently made by mr hoover to note that he had said this
these
truths came into the universe along with the shooting stars of which
1I dont know
how much he knows about science but
knowhow
worlds are made
the same idea but rrecently theres a book appeared by an
astrophysicist that declares or puts forth the theoriesbetter
theories better to
which others are parties that this earth had its origin in the
breaking up of a great super new world thatthe
the material at the
that
thattie
drifted on we
central part of it after getting rid of the surplus orifted
dont know where it went or where it is that these materials were
then gathered as 1I understand it perhaps gas principally first
put
and
into other great planets and great planets vd
better
it
id
that then these greater planets were again split up because of their
revolutions and so on and that out of the hunks 1I think he calls
them of these greater planets our own earth and others like it
belonging to this solar system were made

synonymous terms

its
1I

its

its

once hearing dr talmage
taimage
remember oncehearing
ta image overhearing 1I was working in the room where he and colonel willard young were talking and
1I remember hearing him say in the course of the talk with the two
men and this is a common saying that scriptures were never written
im not sure
may be that when we get
as a textbook on science 1Iim
farther along and know more well find that theyre more than that
1I

it

interesting thing to me about this theory of this physicist
was that he suggests that the parts of the earth which scatter
radioactivity were the last globs
sald the last globs that were
blobs he said
saidthe
how long they existed before we do not know
added to this earth
but im interested from the point of view that my understanding is
that some scientists fix the age of the earth which 1I dont know
anything about im not taking any part im not making any hazard
and the

or making any guess might be determined by the condition of uranium
which over the centuries billions of years or millions or whatever
1
energy
was
itevaporated
how
evaporated
have
evaporated
I
their
call
it
it
long theywere
they were evaporating energy youll understand what 1I mean
the y joined this earthnobody
before they
earth nobody knows 1I find it interesting
there to read the book of abraham the 24th verse in the 3rd chapter
and there stood one among them that was like unto god and
he said
we willgo
he said unto those who were with him
killgo
wiil
will go down for there is
space there and we will take ofthese
of these materials and we will make
an earth whereon these may dwell spirits
the first and second
verses odthe
of
the fourthchapter
fourth chapter read and then the lord said let
ofthe
down
godown
us go
and they went down in thebeginning
the beginning that is the gods
organized and formed the heavens and the earth and the
earth
theearth
theearta
after it was formed was empty and desolate because they had not formed
anything
anythingbut
but the earth and darkness reigned upon it and so on
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feeling that the lord has revealedto
revealed to us more about
science but particularly astronomy
astro nolty in the scriptures than we
appreciate and 1I only say repeating again be patient with us
you scientists we who
whodontknow
dont know because 1I say again if 1I had
recognized
haverecognized
tied my faith to the science of my time you wouldnt have
what 1I was talking about and it may be 1I do not know
but he who
years from now
of today will sixty
sixtyyears
his faith in the science oftoday
ties
tieshis
find
find that he is quite out of date
1I

have a

4

frequentlythe
been struck recently with how frequently
the lord
frequent
lythe
in modern
modernrevelation
of reading good books of
revelation speaks of education ofreading
knowledge
youll remember some of
the man can
those statements
ofthose
one ofjoseph
be saved no faster than he gains knowledge
of joseph
thats
is impossible
smiths own sayings and theres another one
it
and a third
for a man to be saved in ignorance
the glory of
now 1I have

god

is intelligence

ive
knowledge

often wondered what were going to

ive

wondered

if that

that word
of all that is
we learned
what welearned
that what we are

do about

meanss a knowledge
mean

of course if it means scientific knowledge
yesterday has to be unlearneditoday
unlearned today and it may be
learning today will have to be unlearnedtomorrow
unlearned tomorrow the word
intelligence is used in two or three ways abraham came down among
the intelligences we speak of intelligence in the ordinary sense
so 1I do not know just what it means
but 1I have a conviction that
cannot mean that so far as this earth is concerned that every
it
man and every woman must know all there is to know like the physical
sciences for example if that were true none of us could be
saved but 1I have an abiding faith that it means that we must know
the gospel which one of the ancients prophets said the soul is
simple that a wayfaring man go through need not error therein
known

have a feeling that central to that knowledge of the gospel
is a knowledge and testimony of christ the only name given among
men by which we must be saved was peters testimony to the San
hedron
sanhedron
sanhedrin
and in that great prayer of hicl
his sometimes called the intercessory
prayer
pray
err sometimes the prayers of the great high priest which he gave
in the garden on the eve before his crucifixion the mount of
and this
olives and before he went to the garden of gethsemane
is life eternal said he to the father to know thee the only true
god and jesus christ whom thou hast sent
this we can alter
1I

is the responsibility
it
who teach in
school

this 1I take

of you brethren and
duty to
is your dutyto
sisters teachers
this
it
see
the simple principles
gospelthe
that your students understand the gospel
seeahat
our young people
that ouryoung
of it 1I can tell you from my observations
observationsthat
grow up without too much knowledge of the gospel
they have a lot
of knowledge about other things and some very indefinite information
no student shou
and sometimes erroneous about the gospel
should
andsometimes
leave
ldleave
understand the gospel doesnt know something
this school who does not understandthe
about how to live it thatsyour
is
thatis
thats your responsibility and that
primarily
primar
institutionit it was
primarilythe
the purpose of organizing this great institution
ilythe
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be taught alongside with secular subjects in
mightbe
mightie
that the gospel might
a way asto
as to teach that secular knowledge
knowle dge w
would
destroy faith in
notdestroy
ouid not
ould
god and his son jesus christ
you haveyoung
have young people

they have their free agency they
theyhavetheir
they believe
they wish to believe and
whatthey
whattley
belleve really what
exercise it theybelievereally
god himself has never undertaken to force the intellect theintel
the intellman
mind
1
you
gence
and
of
cannot
the
igence
but
I take it that it is
li
your duty not tobuild
to build doubt butto
but to build faith and the simpler
the faith
falth the stronger the
better the more enduring it is the
thebetter
1I have no language to express my
more it leads towards salvation
anxietyy that you will teach the youth who come un
under
der your jurisdiction
ago hearing of some teacher who
remember years agohearing
the true gospel 1I rememberyears
was called
doctori
to taskfor
task for teaching faise
doctri nes and his reply was
false
fai se doctrines
fal
calledto
calletto
thinking in terms of doubt does not
well 1I made them think
increase testimony it does not build up the spirituality of the
youth teach the things that willdestroy
will destroy not after all thats
a task that all of
us at perhaps one time in our lives or another
ofus
have to face is doubt

it

remember the story of lincoln
before
told
ive
perhaps to you he was found reading the bible as
he visited grant
ashe
one of his early che
down when grant was in richmond
chr onles
chronics
onies who was
on grants staff came around the corner of the tent where the
president was staying and found the president reading the bible and
he said remembering the reputation which lincoln had in his early
disbeliever what lincoln readlife something of a scoffer and a adisbelievers
oh yes
ing the bible
said lincoln ive learned to read this
1I
great booky
book to believe all 1I can and take the rest on faith
think thats a wonder sentiment applicable to each and all of us
the scriptures read all you can and you
read the gospel read
readthe
cannot understand everything and what you cannot understand take
on faith
1I

give you his blessings enlighten your minds quicken
your understandings enable you to comprehend the gospel in its
simplicity and then so teach it to those who come under your care
1I bear you my testimony that the spirit is borne to me the testimony
may god

that god lives 1I know that he answers prayers that jesus is the
christ the son of god the redeemer of the world the atoner for
the fall of adam that he was born half divine that he lives that
he worked
but finally in accordance with the divine plan for

john when he came to see john baptizing abhold
bhold the lamb of god
thus indicating that it was to
be a sacrifice
but when his time
tobe
came therefore
ca
afo
efo re he was arrested trialed
aled convicted crucified he
camether
calether
trifled
mether
tri
lay inthe
in the tomb until the morning of the third day and then was
in
resurrected the fact that it is well attested as any fact
bactin
factin
history
sacred record
his toryr
torer unless you are going to discard the whole sacredrecord
my
you
1
witness thathe
bear
Iabear
that he did so live did so die did so atone
teathe
ibear
now my brothers and sisters
to see our sins alive atoned
wellnow
weli
well
willnow
god
1I aiso
hSmith
was
a
prophet
witness
joseph
bear
josephsmith
smith
Josep
also
of
that
obear
alsobear
that
als
ais

ill
iii
who have succeededhim
succeeded him the prophets of god down to and
those whohave
mckayy
including david 0 mcka
that it is our duty not only but our high
privilege to follow their directions their instructions they
theirr
urge you to
teachings 1I bear witnes
witness
of you solemnly and urgeyou
bitness to all ofyou
nay be
ameena
so that finallywemay
end sothat
finally we may
increaseyourtestimoniestothe
ameend
increase your testimonies to the ssame
sithat
nce and 1I ask these blessings upon
saved and exalted in hisprese
his presence
you and upon me and upon
arid
and upon the world in the name
uponthe
church arld
the churcharid
of the lord jesus christ amen
if
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